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Introduction
.t- . .

Using History, Heritage, and Hearsay
1
is your guide to

-working with youngsters on History, Heritage, and Hearsay:'
A Children's Guide.'th Ethnic Sbuth. and Southwest
Philadelphia. It sufgeits how to help youngsters use their
guide more effectively in learning about five of South and

. Southwest Phil erphia's ethlhic groups. . s-

History, Hen ge, and Hearsay is an educational tool. It
t - has three main p poses;

InformationHistory, Heritage, and Hearsay is designed
to provide young people with basic information about
the history and heritage of five ethnic groups that have
lived or are living In 'South and Southwest Philadelphia.
These five groupsAfro-Americans, I,rish-Americans,
Italiati-Americans, Jewish - Americans, and Polish-
Americanshave all made important contributions to
the City of Philadelphia. More importantly, these groups
have made South and Southwest Philadelphia unique
cultural areas of.our city.
Self- Discovery -=- History, Heritage, and Hearsay is
designed to help young peopNlearn about and
investigate their own. ethnic identities and the ethnic
identities of others living in their neighborhoods.
Particular emphasis is given to both the different and the
common experiences of ethnic groups living in Sbuth
and Southwest Philadelphia. the hook also provides
learning activities to help young people relate these
experiences to their own lives and neighborhoods.
UndestandingAlthough not specifically intended as a
guide to human relations, History, Heritage,. and

/-Hearsay does raise youngsters' awareness of various
ethnic groups. It provides historical and cultural
inf6rmaiion about these groups and encourages
youngsters to compre and contrast past experiences and
current conditions'of.these groups.

History, Heritage, and HiArsay presents the three kinds of
information reflected in its.natue. First, from history-at-a- _

glance sections and detailed histories, youngsters will discover
how and why each-of the five ethnic groups Afro-
Americans, Irish-Americans, Italian-Americans,-Jewish-
Americans, and Pblish-Americanscame to 'the United
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States. Also, they will learn what each group experiences
upon firsrcoing to Philadelphia. Then from the descriptions
of each gronli's ethnic heritage, youngsters will learn about .

some of the contributions of these ethnic groups to
Philadelphia's culture and history. Finally, from fictional
anecdotes (hearsay based on historical fact and personal
recollections), youngsters will get a flavor of how each ethnic
group's experiences affected everyday lifcic'South or
Southwest Philadelphia.

Interspersed throughout History, Heritage, and Hearsay are
learning activities that help youngsters personalize the history,

heritage, and hearsay of the five ethnic grotrprunder study.
As they work through these activities, they will acquire a

44 bette8 sense of their own personal and family history; their
personal, family, and ethnic identity; and their personal
place in their own neighborhood and city. More importantly,
History, Heritage, and Hearsay will help young people
acquire a greater understanding of those whose ethnic
heritage differs frcim their own.

One important point that must be made here is that the
History, Heritage, and Hearsay materials are not aimed at
soling problems,of human relations. They are educational
materials which may also have some potential 'uses, as human
relations tools. We fully realite' the importance of improved,
intergroup relations. In fact, ope section of this supplement.,
discusses that need.

relations.,
research indicates that information

about other ethnic groups is not, by itself, enough to improve
intergroup relations.' Poor intergroup-relations area complex
matter and caused by any number of factors. Lack of
information is only one factor. With this in mind, we reiteratO
that History, Heritage, and Hearsay is not intended to
improve intergroup- relations. It is intended to inwrove .

4

youngsters' knowledge about their own ethnic group and to
heighten their awareness of other ethnic groups.

Using History, Heritage, and Hearsay contains three
sections. The first section provides background information
On using Hiitory, Heritage, and Hearsay with youngsters. -

Topics in this section include:

intergroup understanding and tolerance in youngSters
current trends in ethnic heritage studies

S Research on preihice reduction Educational Leader3lup, 1981,38(4).
288-291

2
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. ethnic heritage studies concepts in History, Heritage, and
Hearsay and

- different ways to use History, Heritage, and Hearsay.
The second section suggests ways to'help youngsters work

through each learning activity. It also suggests how to expand
and enrich activities.

The final, section contains: .

a glossary of special terms used in History, Heritage, and
Hearsay.
a resource guide of,places to explore and examine in
South and Southwest Philadelphia and
a bibliography of selected readings and other materials in
ethnic heritage studies

We hope that you will enjoy working with youngsters as
they learn about their ethnic heritage and neighborhood. We
also hope- that, along the way, you gilt explore your own

-ethnic heritage and neighborhood,' too.

4,

. 4

,
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Section One:
Background Information for

History, Heritage,
and Hearsay,

Intergroup Understanding and Tolerance:
Accepting Others from Different Ethnic Groups

t4

As we noted earlier, History, Heritage,..and Heariay will
not, by itself, solve problems of hunlan relations. The guide is

'\ an educational tool: one that will .provide youngsters with
,information about different ethnic groups and with'structured
opportunities for investigating their own and others''ethnicity.
Experts tell us that learning more about other ethnic groups
is only the first step'toward accepting others from llies'e

.groups,
Many forces influence our attitudes toward other ethnic

groups., How members bf a group are portrayed in the media,
how individuals in a group appear to us rn reality, and the
kinds of experiences we ourselves have had with members'pf
a particular group are all powerful forces. The most
important influence on our attitude toward various ethnic
-groups, however, is the attitude of our role models. Role
models are people we admire enough to imitate. For young',
children, the most influential role models are usually parents
and older family members. Later, other adults, such..as
teachers, and friends become more influential. Most of our
prejudices are acquired through daily contacts with prejudiced
role models in our own ethnic'group, rather than through
contacts with individuals from other ethnic groups. We learn

( S
5
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about ethnic stereotypes from daily association with role
models who halve these misconceptions. Rarely do we learn

Iabout them from contact with the ethnic group being
stereotyped. Most of us readily,accept depictions of the
lifestyles, social Natikei', and 'human worth of other ethnic
groups that are presented to us by role models.

As we change role modelsfrom parents to teachers, for
exampleour attitude toward different ethnic groups can
change as well. Likewise, as we learn more about various
groups, our attitude can change.

History, Heritage, and Hearsay is based on a belief that
education can change children's attitudes toward others.. The
guide encourages N icarious and real exploration of other
ethnic groups. By reading the histories, heritages, and
hearsay s, youngsters will come to a better understanding of
both their on ethnic group's experiences and the experiences
of other ethnic groups. y doing the activities, they will
enrich this undentandin and relate it to their own life and

1

world. History, Heritage, and Hearsay will help youngsters
to: '

learn about themsel es in order to appreciate others
learn about individual differences among people in order
to recognize similaritieS - i

c". learn about and appreciate the many contributions
'; 'different ethnic groups hae made to Philadelphia's 4

culture and heritage.
You, as adults working with youngsters on History,

Heritage, and Hearsay, can benefit from the guide, as well. ,

Maybe you will recognize and become more aware of your
own ethnic group's background. Maybe you will learn more
about other ethnic groups:Either way, it is important that
you recognize your own feelings about your own ethnic group
and about other ethnic groups. Remember, your, attitudes and
feelings about yourself will affect youngsters'. attitudes and

,..,
feelings. N.

.

Current Trendslrf Ethnic Studies

We have included this brief diScusiion on trends in ethnic
studies to help you to Metter understand some of the goals\of

. History, Heritage, and Hearsay. Before you help youngste

6
i 0
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explore thie ethnic diversity of South and Southwest
Philadelphia, it might be useful to reviok some different N,iews
of ethnicity and some current trends in ethnic studies. This.
material shoulAhelp you'i acquire t general understanding of
ethnic studies which, in turn, will help you as you work With
the 'youngsters.

There have been two major concepts of ethnicity in
America. Each has had a different influence on how schools
and society approaCh the study of ethnic groups. One is the
"melting pot" concept; the other is the concept of "cultural
pluralism.",

The "melting pot" concept was first proposed by the
English-Jewish author Israel,ZangwIll at the turn of the
centuryln hit'play, "The Melting Pot." In Zangwill's play,
America was a nation where unique ethnic characteristics
blended, or melted_ together to form a new, American identity.
People were somehow better Americans because they
exhibited the best characteristics of all ethnic groups and
cultures. Uniqueness and intlividualitlt\were suppressed in
favor of a true cultural synthesis. In reality, advocates of the
melting pot concept saw this synthesis in American society as
consisting almost entirely of white, Anglo-Saxon Christian
cultural values and traits.

The meltingpot concept prevailed in American social
policy and education for over five,decades. Traces of it still
exist today. Some educational programs that are designed to
compensate ethnic minority children for their "cultural
deficienciesre pride examples of, this. At base, the purpose
of these pfograms is to make Anglo-Amoricatis out of ethnic_
minority children.

An alternative view of ethnicity in American society
emerged in 1924. This was...the corieept of "cultural
pluralism.' Cultural pluralism was First proposed by Horace
Kallen. Kallen argued that American(society should reflect a
variety of cultural, racial, and ethnic characteristics. His
symbol was the orchestra, rather than the melting pot. Just as
each instrument is essential to an orchestra and just as each
contributes to the orchestra's overall nature, so each personas
ethnic heritage is essential to American society and each
individual contributes to the overall nare of that society.
This concept stressed ethnic diversity and individuality rather
than amalgamation and sameness: Today; Kallen's`Concept of
American society is generally accepted as being the more

7
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accurate, the more useful, and certainly the less demeaning to
America's millions of ethnics. 1

History, Hqitage, and Hear(ay i*, in large part, about
cultural pluralism. In describing the' histories, cultufes, and
experiences of Afro-Americans, Irish-Americans, Italian-
Americans, Jewish-Americans, and polish-Americans in

-,t South and Southwest Philadelp ia, it aims to:
make youngsters aware the pluralistic nature of these
sections of our city

(

a

enhance,youngsters'appreciation of the culture and
contributions of all of the ethnic groups of our city and 1
contribute to youngsters toletancef& othef ethnic
groups in our city.

Ethnic Studies Concepts Found in the Guide*
History, Heritage, and Hearsay examines a variety of

concepts in the study of five ethnic groups. These same
concepts help to organize learning activities so.that
youngsters can compare and contrast their own findings 'with
those of others involved in the same activities. , '

You will need to recognize and Understand how these
ethnic studies concepts are used in this guide.

History is thy story of how'-and why each ethnic-group
came to the United States and of the group's early
experiences in Philadelphia.
Heritage is a description'of some of the major traditions

, and characteristics unique to'each ethnic group. It
ighligh.ts sonie.ways thateacli ethnic group has

contributed to Philadelphia's culturt anstrhistory. -

+, Hearsay is a fictional anecdote, based on historical fact
and personal reco*ctiOns, designed to provide a flavor
of everyday life,in the pasVor children of different
ethnic groups. : ` .

Culture is one of the key concepts in ethnic studie$, and
consists of the customary beliefs, values, behaviors,

i isfitutions dn'd inaterraiitcts off'
,,

a racial, religious or
social group. Each grOu res a-r;ommon culture.
Ethnic group is a complex. and subtle concept that is
oftgn difficult to pin down. History, ,Heritage,*and, 1

I I ,

ix



Hearsay uses the cha acterization proposed in. the
Harvard Encyclopedia of *American Ethnic Groups:

. . .. the groups treated here are characterized by ;
some of the' folloWing, features, alihough m
combinations that vary considerably:

(1) common gesiAphic origin;
(2) migratory sta(us; -

(3) race;
(4) language or dialiect; .
(5) religious faith or:faiths;
(6) ties that transcend kinship, neighborhood,

and community boundaries;
-(7) shared traditions, values, and-symbols;
(8) literatUte, folk-lorei and music;
(9) food preferences;

(10), settlenient and employment patterns;
(11) special interests in regard to politics in the

homeland and in the ,United States;
institutions that specifically serve and
maintairilhe group;

(13) an internal sense of distinctiveness;
(14) an external perception of dis iveness.2

Ethnic identity is membership in a particula ethnic
group and it, oo, is a complex concept. Mo tof us are
members of mo e.than one ethnic'group and because of
this, are,able to c oose our ethnic identity-to some
degree. For some, ho, thei selection process is easier
than it is for others:
Ethnic minority groups are groups that numerically
small. These groups often have unique physical,
linguistic, and/or cultural characteristics that distinguish
them from the majority ethnic group. Native Americans,
Afro - Americans, or Sephardic Jewish-Americans are
often considered ethnic minority groups.
Acculturation is the process by which two distinct ethnic
groups adopt elements of, each other's culture on a
relatively permanent baps. The populSity415f pizza
among Jewish-Americans or bagels among Italidn-

,. can be called acculturation.

2Therpstrom Stephan et al. (Editor) Harvard Encyclopedia of American Ethnic
Groups. Bo-ston; Harvard University Press. 1980,

. 9
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Values are those elements of an ethnic group's culture to
which a high worth and great importance are attached.
Values can influence an ethnic group's choice of foods,
or its behaviors, attitudes land beliefs.
Customs are long-established practices or conventions
of an ethnic group. These conventions are often unique
to that ethnic group.
Lifestyle refers to the different ways of living exhibited
'by various ethnic groups. Lifestyles are often a direct
reflection of an ethnic group's values, customs, and
degree of acculturation.
Migratiorkdescribes the movement of individuals or
groups Rom one place or locality to another within the
same country, state, community, and so forth.
Immigration, on the other hand, describes the movement
of people from one country to anothei country.
Stereotypes are selectO traits or characteristics attributed
to an ethnic group without supporting evidence to
warrant their generalization to the group as a whole.
Prejudice is a Serbf negative attitudes and stereotypes
held by an individual toward a particular group of
people or a race of people.
Discrimination usually refers to differential treatment or
behavior directed toward individuals who are members
orethnic minority groups. It can also be directed toward
economically deprived groups. .

14 Neighborhood and community history refers to either
the written; oral, or 'pictorial record of events that have
occurred in particular sections of a city and to the.
groups of people'living there.

Different Ways to Use
History, Heritage, and Hearsay

AS AN ETHNIC
STUDIES
RESOURCE

Americans, and
made significant

10

.4

History; Heritage, and Hearsay
examines the history, culture, and
heritage of five Philadelphia ethnic
groups: Afno- Americans,
Americans, Italian-Americans, Jewish-

Polish-Americans. These ethnic groups have
contributions to the history and vulture of

14



all sections of Philadelphia, but particularly to South and
Southwest Philadelphia. One way to use this guide is as a text
(without doing the activities) for youngsters to read.

After reading the history-at-a-glance section, the detailed
history and/or the fictional anecdote for a particular ethnic
group, you may wish to discuss that group with your
,youngsters. After that, you ande youngsters might create
your own set of activities for in7Estisating each ethnic group
further.

An example of how to do this follows:
After reading the fictional anecdote, It's Great to Be

Irish?, you might want to have youngsters ask their
graridparents, great-grandparents, or any 'other older
adults to tell them some of the storie that they. enjoyed
listening to as children that relate their ethnic
background. Youngsters should try to record these
stories if poi§ible, either on a tape or in writing. Then as a
group activity, youngsters can put together a small book
of these stories. They might want to draw illustrations to
acomppny each story. When the book is completed,-they
could ask if others, in the community would like a copy.
They might even be able to get it published.

Another way to use the,guide is by

AS A SOURCE
doing the activities without reading the

FOR ETHNIC history-a14-glance sections or thd.
,STUDIES detailed histories. This way, youngsters
ACTIVITIES can explore the heritage and culture:,of

the ethnic groups represented in 'their
particular comm pity through fictional anecdotes land
activities. -Inform ion about the five ethnic group involved
may stimulate them to read the detailed histories later on.

The ideal way to use the guide is as a
complete unit. In this way, the history-

COMPLETE _
AS A at-a-glance sections, detailed historieS,
PROGRAM IN fictional anecdotes, and activities are
ETHNIC .used togethtiv... The activities help
STUDIES youngsteriitisonalize the history,

Jieritage, and hearsay of the five ethnic
groups. Youngsters may wo!k with the material as it is ,

presented in History, Heritage, and Hearsay, or if you would
like,, in the order that best accommodates their interests and
abilities. If the guide is used as a complete resource,
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y ()Asters should' now a little about each ethnic group before
doing the activitie At the very least, they should read the
fictidnal anecdotes a d history-at-a-glance sheetg. For example,
theymight do one or t o activities at the same time that they read
a history Or they mig t read through a history and then do the
activities. Reading the istory of their ethnic group in South and
Southwest Philadelphia might lead youngsters. to work on
"Reutes: Tracing Your Family's Travels." It might also lead them
to work on "Tell It Like It Was: Oral HistdriesPart I." Plotting
migration patterns or interviewing older family members are
both excellent ways for youngsters to discover more about how
the experiences of their own family members matched the
experiences of other members of their ethnic group in South or
Southwest Philadelphia.

AS A SOURCE-
OF IDEAS FOR
ETHNIC
STUDIES

A fourth way to use the guide,
History, Heritage, and Hearsay, is as a
resource for developing your own
community ethnic heritage studies
progrim. After reading History,
"Heritage, and Hearsay, you may decide

that it would be more exciting for you and your youngsters to
deNelop your own community ethnic studies pro ram. Should
y ou decide to take this option, we recommend thit you read
,several of the books starred in tr,-biblibgrhy.

You may want to begin by asking youngs*s to identify
those things they would like to learn more about in their_
ethnic heritage and in their neighborhood. Continue by
discussing and outlining ways youngsters might be able to
find relevant information. You may also ask them to suggest
ways to present their informationin photos, tape recordings,
music, books, and s.o forth. After 'going, through this process,
you may want to use some of the questionnaires and/or
forms found in History, Heritage, and Hearsay. If you do
decide to use the guide in this manner, you and the
youngsters will embark on a truly rewarding information
gathering and problem solving experience. You will use
research tools that many schools cannot teach because they
lack the means for practical application.

How you choose to use History, Heritage, and Hearsay will
probably depend on your community setting, your resources,
and the time you have available to work with the youngsters.
The guide is purposely flexible and can be used under many
different kinds of circumstances.

12



Section Two:
DireOing and' Managing thee I

History, Heritage,
and Hearsay 'Activities

? 4; 4
Introduction

In this section of Using History, Heritage, and Hearsay,
you will find specific instructions to help you as you work
with youngsters to complete the learning activities in History,
Heritage, and Hearsay, You will also finci suggestions for
expanding and enriching each activity. A special section on
wajs to manage learning activities so that youngsters can
complete them is'also included.

Directing Each Activity

Each activity in History; Heritage, and Hearsay is
presented in this supplement so that you can understand the
activity and present it clearly to youngsters.in yabr group.
`For each activity, you will find:

,An overview
Objectives
A list of materials needed
Pre - activity hints to help you familiarize yourself with
the activity before you.pregent it
Instructions for things to do during the activity to help
you guide youngsters through activities

1' 13
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Suggestions for other things to do to expand and enrich
the activity.

Before beginning each activity, ydu should' review it in
History, Heritage, an Hearsay tp see Jow preseiptations in
the two volumes parallel,

14
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,Me, Myself, and I: ,

Making Identity Collages

This'activity helps youngsters recognize tilt each person'S'
identity is really a composite of three different identities--
personal, ethnic, and human. Youngsters identify and
illustrate,different aspects of each of these identities-in their
lives through pictures, chosen from magazines, newspapers or
personal photos. This activity also provides an. opportunity
for youngsters to compare and contrast their images of their
personal, ethnic, and human identity with those of others.

OBJECTIVES

This activity offefj youngsters an
opportunity to:

recognize that each person has a
personal, an ethnic, find a human'
identity.

identify aspects of each' of these identities in his or
her own life
exemplify aspects of these identities by chooSing
items which reflect each one
make identity collages which exemplify pemonal,
ethnic, and human identities
compare and contrast his or her personal, ethnic,
and human identities .

J2ompare and contrast his or he identities (as
exemplified in the identity collages) with those of ,
others.

a

-MATERIALS
NEEDED

Piste '

Scissors

Pencils
Construction p er
Newspapers
Magazines
Tape

15
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PRE-ACTIVITY
HINTS

Beforesou present "Me, Myself,
and I: . . ."

Read through the entire activity
in History, Heritage, and
Hearsay, pages 3 to 5,

Review carefully THINK ABOUT THIS, pages
and 4. YoU shohld discuss these _questions wi
youngsters..
Review IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD, p ge 3.

You may want to illhstrate how y d would
choose pictures from magazines p personal
photographs to represent you own personal,
ethnic, and human.identity

-- Make sure that you ha's, construction paper
available for the you peopl make three
folders, one for eac

Review, HERE, pa 4, Make identity collages. °

Have plain constrp tion paper and tape available
for use in making shadow profiles, as well as paste
for making the collages. Make your own identity
collage to use as'an example.
Make arrangements to display the finished collages.,
in your center.
Review OTHER TINGS TO, DO, page 5.
Consider using one or more.of these activities to
augment this activity.
Encourage youngsters to bring in personal
photographs if they halve some they would like to
use.

. THINGS TO DO
DURING THE
ACTIVITY

See if youngsters can define .the
term "identity." Use their
definitions as a lead into the brief
discussion of persopal4thnic,
.and human ideritity in the'

iht(Oduction to "Me, Myself, and I: . page-3.
Ask young people to read this material silently or
read it aloud to them.

16 0"
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'4--- continued

Lead the discussion of the THINK AtIO_UT_THIS -- '-
questions, page 3. . ,

Go over the directions to IN THE .
NEIGHBORHOOD, page-3, with youngsters.

Illustrate how you would choose pictures from
newspapers, magazines, and..personal

photographs to represent youi- persOnal,-ethnic,
and human idatity..
Have them make three fOldersxbefore- they leave

.. and label them, Personal ID, Ethnic ID, and
. Human ID,

r
-THE NEXT

- TIME YOU
, MEET °.

Discusg the THINK ABOUT,-
THIS question, page 4. See if
youngstells can explain why some'
of the things that they've chosen
represent more than one ideatit.. -

Reinforce ths idea that human identity encompasses
personal and ethnic identities, so that most things
chosen will represent humanness.
Co over the dimAtions for "Making. Identity °
Collages," page 4. Draw a shadow profile of one of .

the youngsters to demonstrate how( they are to
make them.
Show the group, a completed shadow profile of your
own personal, ethnic, or human identity.
Help youngsters make their shadow profiles, it ..

necessary.
Travel 'about,theroom observing their progress and
helpinkthem where necessary.-
Lead the discuision of the THINK ABOUT THIS
questions, page 4, only after youngsters. have
completed their collages and have 4ad an
opportunity to look at each other'S finished
products. .

°'( A 04.

(
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OTHER
THINGS
TO DO

18

The activities listed on page 5
may be used to exparict,"Me,
Myself; and I: Making Identity
Collages," if the youngsters are
interested in continuing this type of

activity,The following suggestions may help in
completing'tliese activities:
Make personal identity collages f others.

Directions fOF e first activity, aking a.personar
- identity collag for someone in your family, are easy

to follow and s Ouldnot present any problems. =

Youngsters_ may Vant to make the collages as gifts,
fo,r Mothers Day, Father's Day, birthdays (neer
special ;occcasions.
Making a personal identity coflage'for sorneorle
famous will probably require,that youngsters do
some research about the life of thejnilfyidual.
chosen. They may have, to make &especial trip to the
library for information.or they may have to borrow
magazines, newspapers, etc.,from friends, and, .

relatives., ,t,

This activity may take several weeks to both lete.
Make ethnic identity collages for other ethnic roues.

This is an excellent group activity that:may t
4 several weeks to complete, depending on the depth!

of information that youngsters think is needed. .'
You may want to divide the group into two small
groups and haV'e each small group choose one
ethnic group for their collage. .
To find out about an ethnic gro4p, youngsters may
review the histoiy-at-a-glance sections or the
detailed ethnic history of the groups in History,
Heritage,-and Hearsay. They.pwalscr want to visit
the library orcpmmunity historical society for more
information.- (See list of community resources, page
80 in the- supplement).'
If necessary'help youngsters arrange -any such
visits. .*
Have each' group identify things that they.tliink will
show uniqueness of the ethnic grck that they have

-continued
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continued

been studying. They may need help doing this.
Guide theni away from stereotypes.
See if youngster,p want to redesign the shadow
portrait to reflect.a group portrait.
Provide time for youngsters to make their collagei
and present the finished product.
Discuss with youngsters the similarities ana
differences between the ethnic groups as shown in
the collages, . . -

Provide space to display the collages:
....

- 4

t
-, #

;
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A Day. at a Time:
Keeping a Diary

This activity helpl youngsters record tlieir own personal
history by writing a diary. As youngsters write about things
that happen to them each day, they will see what things are
important to them and how their ethnic identity influences
their lives over the course of,a month. By listening to excerpts
from diaries of famous and not so famous people, youngsters
can see howjitingschange over time, what things are
important to other people, and how each persdn'S ethnic
identity influences his or ha life. This actipity illustrates
differencesdifferences between then and now and differences
betWeen one's life and another's:

OBJECTIVES

This activity offers youngsters an
opportunity to:

recognize that a diary is a
Personal history
recognize how lives change over

the course of a Jn,onth
recognize the influence of ethnic identity on daily
lives
Make a one-month diary
record daily activities for one month..

DED
TERIALS. 4

Paper .1

Pencils
Picture's
Crayons, colored pens, or pencils
If available, cOpie* of one of the

following books:
Diary of Ann Frank by Anne ,Frank
The Autobiography of Malcolm X by Malcolm
X and Alex Haley .

4

ti
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continued

I, Juan areja by Elizabeth Borton de
Trevino'
Twenty-Five Years in the ,Secret S ervice: The
Recollections of a Spy by Henri LeCorone

PRE - ACTIVITY
HINTS

Before you present "A Day,at a
Time: Keeping a. Diary ":

Read through the entire
. activity in History, Heritage,

'and Hearsay, pages 15 to 17.
Review cat- efullY, THINK ABOUT THIS, pages 15'

---and-t6:--YOu should discuss these questions with they
youngster4.
Review MERE, page. 15, Make a pers,onal diary.

You May want to read to your group excerpts
from t ne or-two fathous diaries. Try IS get
copie of one of the books listed above.

, Focus on differences illustrated in these
excerptsdiiferences.between one person's life
and &nother's; differerices between then and

Rethember that diaries are private things.
Yo may want to suggest that youngsters dre a
pi Lure on the cover of their'd ry, something'

. that represents how they feel bout,themselves.
At, Review IN THE NE10A/BORH D, page 16,

Keep a persondi didry.
Diaries can involve minimal writing if
ythingsters use pictu'res with capliotis and
explanitions. If youngsters don't feel like
writing, you may want to suggest that they, do a
picturYou

may want to share with the group
picture-diary.

something that you wrote inyourdiary,:as,a
child, if you kept a diary, or something that you
recorded on a dailybasis as an adult, if it is not
too personal.'
This activity will lake a month to complete so

continued
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continued

you may want to check with youngsters'
progress at the end of each week.

, You may want to think about asking several
' youngsters to read aloud an excerpt or two from

their diaries so that the group can compare how
similar or different people's activities are and the
influences ethnin,identity has on a person's daily
life.

e

Review OTHER THINGS TO DO, Page 17. .
Consider using one or more of Itiese activities to
expand the activity.

THINGS TO DO
DURING THENag
ACTIVITY

A' Ask youngsters to silently read .

.1 the introduction to this activity, .

page 15 in History, Heritage, and
Hearsay, or read it aloud to .

them
'Lead the discussion of the THINK ABOUT THIS
questions, page 15.

These questions should proiride An introductory
discussion to HERE, page 15.

*tad-aloud to the group 'an excerpt or two from
one of the diaries of famous peopre suggested under
"Materials Needed." This will provide u framework
for the HERE activity; Make a personal. diary, as
well as the IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD activity,'
.ptge 16. Zeg

Ask youngsters how tti'e-pronls ethnic identity
4- influenced his or her fife.

Ask how that person's life changed over time.
You may want to read an excerpt from the .
beginning, middle, arid end of the book.
Travel about tile room checking on youngsters'
progress as they put together their bodklets.

41
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THE NEXT
TIME YOU
MEET

Discuss the THINK ABOUT
THIS question, page 16.

Youngsters should have had a
chance to think about when
they will record their

information in their diary and what, types of
things they will write about.
Remind them that diaries are private things and
that they will not have to share what they record
with anyone unless they want' to,

Go over the directions for IN THE
NEIGHBORHOOD, Keep a personal diary, page
16.
-7 Remind youngsters that this is a month-long

activity, something that they should do each day
and that from time to time during the month
you will check to see how they're 'doing.
If some youngsters balk at writing a diary,
suggest that they make a picture diary with
captions and explanations.

. At the end of the month discuss the THINK
ABOUT THIS questions, page 16, with the group.

If some youngsters want to share excerptsfrom
their diaries, let them do so. Thiqvill be a good
way tri illustrate the difference between one
person's life and,another's.

OTHER
THINGS
TO DO

The following activities may be
uigd expand activities described
in Datr at a TimeKeeping a
Diary":

Continue k keep a personal diary.
Some youngsters may want to continue to record
what they do each' day for three, six, or even twelve
months, This is a good way for them to see what
they've accompliihed over a long period of time.

continued
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continued

Read other diaries.
e, If youngsters choose to read any one of the books,

they will learn how that person's ethnic identity
influenced his oisher life.
Youngsters may want to report to the group on
what they've learned reading the book.

Makeup a personal diary. .

You may watt to suggest that youngsters doing this
activity talkio someone in their early to .mid -20s to
find out wh things youngsters 10 to 15 years old
enjoyed doing 10 years ago, what television shows
or songs and dances were popular, what gpmes were
played, etc. . 4'

Keep a picture diary.
Youngsters may want to examine family albums for
pictures from a year or two ago.
Youngsters may want to keep a cartoon diary with
illustrated stories.

.24



Thi king Positively:
Maki g Ethrc seers

This activity helps youngsters critically analyze images of
their personal ethnic groups) is well as images of other
ethnic groups as presented by various media, and as perceived
by others. They,examine the concept otlethnic stereotyping
and its various manifestations and design and make Posters
demonstrating the positive images of different ethnic groups.

OBJECTIVES

This activity offers, youngsters an
opportunity to:

critically analyze the images of an
ethnic group as presented by
various media

informally interview others to determine their image
of an ethnic group
recognize instances of ethnic stereotyping
discuss ethnic stereotyping and some of its
manifestations
list positive aspects of an ethnic group
design and-make a poster that demonstrates positive
aspects of an ethnic group.

MATERIALS
NEEDED

Poster boards
Crayons, col red

Paper
Pencils
'Samples. of ethnic magazines

and/or newspapers
Samples of daily newspapers

pens or pencils
Pasteor glu
Scissors
Dictionary

29
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N Before you present "Thinking
,Positively: Making Ethnic Posters":
. Read through the entire activity

in History, Heritage, and
Hearsay,- rages 39 to 41.

Review carefully; THINK ABOUT THIS, pages .39
ynd 40. You should discuss these questions with
oungsters.

Review IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD, page 39, Find
out about your_ehnic group.

You probably should have samples of various
ethnic newspapers and magazinkfor youngsters
to look at.
You may want youngsters to ideijtify TV
programs about their ethnic group or that have
members of their ethnic group in them.
Youngsters are really doing research about
stereotyping-ancrare looking for repeated
positive or negative ithages of their ethnic,
group(s) as shown in magazines, newspapers,
television programs, etc.
You may want to suggest that youngsters make
a list of repeated positive and negative images of
their ethnic group that theyqound as-they
watched television, read newspapers and
magazines or talked with others.

Review HERE, cage 40. Make a positive image
poster.

This will be a- good group activity. Yodrnight'
want to think about having youngsters plan and
make their posters in small groups.
You may want to divide youngsters into small
groups according to their ethnic identities and
let each grotip plan Ind make its poster.
You may haYe to,identify places in the
community where youngsters can display their
posters. Thitik about-such places as grocery '
stores, fast-food shops. the local-library, etc.
Contact the managers of thete Oacilities for
permission..

continued

PRE-ACVIVITY
HINTS

26



continued
WIN

Make sure that yOu have enough art materials
available for youngsters to complete the activity.
Planning and making posters may take two or
more weeks.
As youngsters identify'positive images about
their 4thnic group(s), you may want them to
analyze whether or not there images are
stereotypes.

Review OTHER THINGS TO DO, page 41. ,

,Consider using one or more of these activities to
expand the activity.

10t,

THINGS TO DO
DURING THE
ACTIVITY

Ask youngsters to silently read
the introduction to this activity,
page 39 in History, Heritage, and
Hearsay, or read it aloud to
them.

Lead the discussion of the THINK ABOUT THIS
questions, page 39.

Find out how many youngsters watch elevision
programs that have members of their e nic
group in them. Ask them which shows t ey
watch, then see if they 'can describ ow these
e hnic group members are portrayed
F nd out how. many youngsters read ethnic
ne spapers andtor magazines. Again, ask them

:As the youngsters to make a list of the positi
to escribe how their ethnic group is portraye4

and egative things they see or hear about their
personal ethnic. group as they watch television,
read newspaper and magazines and talk with
others. If you th k they will have trouble doing
this, you may wa flts give some examples.

1 31 27



. DIE NEXT
TIME YOU
MEET

Discuss the THINK ABOUT ,
THIS questions,. page 40.

- -7 One useful definition of
"stereotype" that you may
-want to refer to as youngsters

attempt to define the term is:
a selected trait or characteriitie attributed to
an ethnic group without enough evidence to
warrant its generalization to the group as a
whole.

The followinglitements or phrases are
examples of stereotyping:

"All Jews are loud and aggressive." .

"The-industrious Japanese ... ."
"All Blacks can sing and dance."
"All Irishmen drink heavily."
"The well-educated Jew . . .."

You might want to begin the discussion with the
above examples of stereotypic statements and
see if youngsters in your group identify them as
such. Then you can move on to the discussion
questions.
You should point out to the youngsters that all -

stereotypes need not be negative but that all
stereotypes areigeneralizations.

Go over the directions for-HERE, page 40, Make a
"positive image" poster.

Ask each youngster to list all the positive things
about his oilier ethnic group using categories
such as famops 5eople, important
accomplishments, 'important contributions to
American culture, etc. You may have to help

,,,,,them recognize important contributions'and
.accomplis.hments or identify famous people. Or
you may ask them to spend time researching
their ethnic group(s) to find out these things,
The histories in History, Heritage, and Hearsay
are a place ,ttAstart.
Discus's these pdsitive traits with the group to
see if any are stereotypes.

28
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3 continued
.

'Divide`youngsters into small groups according
to their ethnic identifia, three or four young
.people in each, so that they can combine their
lists and plan a poster depicting their positive
characteristics.'
Make surd that magazines and newspapers. are

.available sc5 that youngsterscan take pictures
from them.
As youngsters begin to write slogans about
positive traits, analyze each slogan with them for
*stereotyping or ways that the slogan counters
commonly held stereotypes aboutithat particular
ethnic group.
Let-youngsters continue with_thisuctivity over
the next week or two. DiscgsS the THINK
ABOUT THIS question, page 40, with them.

,v,=, Find places in the community to display their .

completed posters.

OTHER
THINGS
TO DO

The following activities may be
used to expand the activities
described in "Thinking Positively:
Making Ethnic,Posters",

Find out about anothei ethnic grqup.,
,

Younptertmay want to, find out about,otheiethnic
groups liNz'ag in their neighborhood but not;
represented in their group. * ;
,Youngsters 'rnay want to make 'a chart or a list of

/ other groups' cfositive images.,
Make a "positteimage poster"fOr ahother ethnic
group. . ..

. .
This will be a good small group project with each
small group choosing a different ethnic group to
illustrate in a poster. ,

.Again, you will `have to examine each group's *

' slogans and pictures for stereotypes.
continued
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continued
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Make a "positive image" billboard.
This activity would be a.curminatihg activity for
those-who made'positive image posters of other
ethnic groups.
The billboard should include many ethnic groups.

.See if yOungsterrcan come up with slogans that
illustrate the similarities. and differenc'es among the

- .- groups, .
This activity will takesetveral weeks, maybe months
to complete. ., .
You will have to see if there are any places in the .-
community for displayitrg such a billboard. You
might...ask for assistance' from community leaders to
display it.

30
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7. Routes:. Tracing e

a.... Your Family's Trayels-,

This activity helps youngsteri recognize that migration
Imovement from one place to 'another) still occurs in
America. They investigate their faMily's migration patterns
and develop maps illustrating these patterns. They also
discover reasons for their family's migratimito their present
homc. Youngsters will,learn that the reasons people move
today are similar tob'ut different-from the reasons they
moved long ago.

OBJECTIVES

This activity offers,youngsterslan
opportunity to: .

recognize that migration occurs
in America today .
compare and contrast historical

and present-day Motives for migration/immigration
4; investigatepersonal and family migration patterns

investigate reasons for personal and family
migration

' locate and name cities, states, and/or countries on
maps where family members have lived°
compare and contrast migration patterns
interview family members about migration patterns
and reasons for -migration.

MATERIALS
NEEDED:.

Paper
Pencils .*

Colored.pens or magic:markers} .

Conies of.RoUtes Family Travels
Que,§tionnaire (a number of

copies are providtd with these materials)
Copies of local, state, United States, and World maps

(anumker Of copies are prbvided with these
Materiali) <,

A SEPTA "Speet and Transit Wap of PhiladelAir'

O
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PRE-ACTIVITY.
HINTS

Before you present "Route§t
Tracing Your Family's Travels": .

Read' through the entire activity
inc History, Heritage, and
Hearsay, pageS 49 to 52.

Review carefully, THINK ABOUT THIS, pages49,
50, and 51. You should discuss these questions with
youngsters.
Review HERE, page 49, Trace' Your Routes.

See how easily you can complete the Rpag'
Family Travels Questionnaire' without assistance
from your family.
Indicate on the map's each place that you.have
lived.
If you have problems doing either of the above
activities, you will have clues to problems
youngsters may hate and you can-plan ways to
deal with these problems. For example, -if you
hadpeoblems identifying aims in \Philadelphia
Where you have-lived on.the that of -
Philadelphia included with this activitye a .

SEPTA "Street and Transit Map of
Philadelphia" to locale.specific street§ and then
transferapproxiipatelocation§ to the activity,
map.
Consider dividing yolir group into smaller
groups of three to four youngsters to Compani
routes.

Review IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD, page 50,
Trace your family's routes. -Try to complete this
activity before assigning" it to your group.

S. Review OTHER THINGS TO DO, page 51.
Consider using one or more of these- activities to
expand this activity.

32
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read the introduction to this
activity, 'Page49 in History,
Heritage, and Hearsay, or read it
aloud to them. See if any ot the

youngsters can tell you how many times they have
moved since they were born.
Lead the discussion of the THINK ABOUT THIS
questions, page 49.

If they can, have youngsters mark the places on
the world map where their ancestors came from
and where they stalled life in America.
In discussing reasons for their ancestors moving
to America, you may want to have the groUp

Aglethe young people to,silently
THINGS TO DO
DURING THE
ACTIVITY

review various ethnic, histories in History,
,Heritage, and Hearsay if they seem to have
problems discussing this matter..

fi Go over the directions for HERE, page 49, Trace
your routes. '

Review the "family Travels Questionnaire"%with
the group. ;-},

Allow younisters sufficient time to complete the..
questionnaire and the maps, working at their-
own pace. Help them if necessary. \

To routes, either,divide youngsters into
small groups (three to four people to egroup) and
have them compare routes or have two,or three-
youngsters present their questionnaire respdnses and
maps to the whole group.
-Lead the discussion of the THINK ABOUT THIS
Auestions, page 50.

THE NEXT
TIME YOU
MEET.

Go over directions for IN THE
NEIGHBORHOOD, page 50,
Trace your family's routes.

Suggest that youngsters use
colored pencils when tracing

'different family members' travels.
continued
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continued

'

Allow a week or two for youngsters to complete
b5th parts of this activity.
Encourage youngsters to considel. the THINK
ABOUT THIS questions, page 51, as they work
with family members to complete the
questionnaires and as they compare roles.

Lead the discussion of these THINK ABOUT THIS
questions when most of the youngsters have
completed this.activity.

OTHER
THINGS
TO DO

The following. activities may be
used to expand the activities
desCribed in "Routes: Tracing Your
Family's Travels":,

Trace more of your family's routes.
distant relatives live in different cities or states,

suggest that youngsters write to them for the
necessary information.
You may have enough copies of the "Routes Family
Travis Questionnaire" and the maps to provide
youngsters with copie'vfqr mailing' to relative&

Make a big family routes map.
Ask several youngsters to Volunteer to draw a large

world map, or one big U.S. map or one.big state map.
Provide them with large- sheets of paper, as well as
pens, pencils, and colored markers,
Display oompleted Family Routes Maps in your
center.
Or, consider the youngsters in your group as one
large family and place each youngster's immediate
family's routes on a big-state map: ,

le
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The Image of
It All,

a Neighborhood:
Depenth

This activity helps youngsters examine various ways that
people describe their neighhorhoods. They examine three
different map of the same ;part or Philadelphia and learn
about different hings people look at when describittg a
neighborhood. They complete a neighborhood questionnaire
on .their chiin neighborhood; draw a map of their,
neighborhood; and use the same questionnaire to interview
their family and neighbors about their neighborhood. When
they have compared and/contrasted these different images,
they see that different pople have different images of the
iam "ghborhOod according to what is important to them.

OBJECTIVES

This activity offers pungsters an
opportunity to:

see how different people have
different images of a
neighborhood

understand that periple describe neighborhoods
according to what's importaht to them
describe their image of their own neighborhood
become aware of other'S'images of their
neighborhood .9.
interview others about their neighborlibod .

compare and contrast different' images of their
pOrticular neighborhood
identify positive aspects of theirneighborhood
discuss neighborhoods; images of neighborhoods,
and the subjectivity of these images.
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MATERIALS
NEEDED

Paper
Pencils -

Crayons, colored pens or pencils
Flip chart paper or large .sheets of

paper with scotch tape
Maps of South and Southwest Philadelphia

Before you present "The Image
of a Neighborhood: Ft ABPRE-ACTIVITY ,

HINTS Depends":
Read through the entire activity
in History, Heritage, and-

.Headay, pages 67 to 70. .

Review carefully, THINK ABOUT THIS, pages
69, and 70. You should discuss these queitions with
the,yOungsters.
Review HERE, page 6e, Develop an image-of yoidr
neighborhood.

Answer the questions in the Neighborhood
Qu4stionnaire about your own neighborhood. If
you have any problems this may give you clues
to p,rqblems that yotingsters Stay have? (You

4, rimy have to think of other-questions if this.does
.-- happen.)

Deterinine the most effective way for young
people to compare their neighborhood-images.
Here are a couple of suggestions on how you
might do this:
(a) If ali of the youngsters in yourgroup live in the

same neighborhood, ask two 6r airee of them
to read alciud, their neighborhood descriptions. t

(b) If the youngsters in your group'live id' several
diffeimt neighborhoods, ask them to divide ,

into small groupr(three to fOur youngsters in,, --., each) according to the neighborhood in which
they live.

.Review IN _THE NEIGHBORHOOD, page 69,
DiscoVer other images of your neighborhood.

- contmued.
:4, 1 0
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continue
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You will* have to Snake sure that youngsters in
your group .understand why they are going to
interview other people about their neighborhood
and how they are to handle the interyiew.
This may be the first time that some youngsters
have ever iiitervieird anyone.

Review OTHER THINGS TO DO, page 70.
Consider using one or more of these activities to
expand this activity.

THINGS TO DO
DURING THE
ACTIVITY

'0

Before youngsters read the
introduction to this activity,
discuss their.general image of, a
neighborhood by asking the
following questions:

, What things describe your neighborhood?
What things tell you that you have left your
neighboihood and entered another
neighborhood?

.1 After this brief discussion, ask youngsters to silently
read the introduction to this activity, page 67 in
Histoiy, Heritage, and Hearsay, or read it aloud to
them.
Lead the discussion of the THINK ABOUT THIS
questions, page 68. .

These questions provide an introduction to the
HERE activity,, page 68.

If time permits, gd over the directions for HERE,
Develop an imagef your'heigliborhood. Have
youngsters answer the Neighborhood Questionnaire
in History, Heritage; and Hearsay.

4
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THE NEXT
TIME YOU
MEET

Ask youngsters to compare their
descriptions of the same
neighborhood. Choose the most
effective way for them to
compare images. (See Pre-

Activity Hints.)
If you compare descriptions in a large group
setting, you may need to record similarities and
differences on flip chart paper o% large sheets of
paper.
If you divide youngsters into small groups, ask .

each person to read aloud or to exchange his or
hermritten neighborhood description with
othefs'in the group. You will have to circulate
among small groups observing and commenting
when necessary.

Discuss the THINK ABOUT THIS question, page
69.

Reinforce the idea that different people have
different images of a neighborhood and that
people describe° neighborhoods according to
what is important to them.

Go over direction's for IN THE
NEIGHBORHOOD, page 69, Discover other
imagEs. Of your neighborhood.

AllOw one week for the completion of this
activity.
Recommend that each youngster explain what
he or she is trying to find out about
neighborhoods when recruiting a neighbor to
answer the questionnaire.
Encourage youngsters- to ask more than one
neighbor and/or relative to participate to get a
variety!of viewpoints.
Remind youngsters that they are to record their
neighbqrs' and relatives' responses to"the
questionhaire.on separate sheets'of paper.
Suggest to youngsters that they let each
neighbor and relative draw their own map of the
neighborhood.

continued
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,---- continued.

After most" of the youngsters complete the activity,
discuss the THINK ABOUT THIS question, page
70.

C.

' OTHER
THINGS
TO DO

The following activities may be
used to expand the activities
described in "The Image of a
Neighb4hood: It All Depends":

Make up your own neighborhood 'questionnaire.
You may want to divide youngsters into small
groups and ask them to think of at least five .
questions that they think will give a clear image of
their neighborhood.
When thinking about their questions, youngsters,
should consider buildings, streets, people Who live

. in their neighborhood, etc.
Make picture images of neighborhoods.
Provide the necessary materials, e.g., paper, pencils,
crayons, colored pee:cameras, film, etc.

---- Provide time for youngsters to-present their pictures
to the group and to discuss them.
Provide space on bulletin boards or walls to display.

.their pictures.,
Find out how your neighborhood 'has changed.

' Suggest different places or people that youngsters
might contact when doing research, e.g., '

neighborhood newspaper offices, etc. Review
Resources Guide of places to explore-and' examine
in South and Southwest Philadelphia, page 80 of
this supplement.
Provide time for youngsters to present and discuss
their findings.
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Whai's irr a Name?
The Ethnic Identity of Names

This activity helps youngsters recognize that names
sometimes reveal an individual's ethnic identity. They play a
game, the "Ethnic Name BAeball Game," to see if they can
tell ethnic identities by people's names. They also discover the
ethnic identity of their neighborhood by examining the names

" of residents, businesses, streets, and notable physical features.
When they have completed this activity they see that most
neighborhoods are multiethnic and find out that
neighborhood ethnic identities have changed over time.

OBJECTIVES.

This activity offers youngsters an ,

-opportunity to:
recognize that names sometimes
reveal an individual's ethnic
identity

recognize that many times names do not reveal an
individual's ethqic identity
compare and contrast ethnic names
identify ethnic identities using individual's names
recognize-that-neighborhoods may have ethnic
identities
recognize that a neighborhood's ethnic identities are
often revealed by the names of residents,, businesses,
streets, and/or notable physical features
recognize that all neighborhoods are multiethnic
neighborhoods
recognize that often ethnic identities of
neighborhoods change over time.

MATERIALS
NEEDED

40..
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3 x 5 cards
List of ethnic group names
Paper
Pencils
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PRE-ACTIVITY
HINTS

Before you preterit "What's in a
Name? The Ethnic Identity of
Names": a

'Read through the entire activity
in History, Heritage; and

Hearsay,,pages 75 to 77. ! A '

Review carefully THINK ABOUT THIS, pages 75,
76, and 77. You should discuss these .miestions with
youngsters. _

Review HERE, page 75, Play the ethnic name
baseball game.

You will have to make 3 x 5 baseb all cards
using the ethnic names listed below or others
that you may think of. The car& shOuld have
the ethnic n Written on the front aid on tfie
back the ethnic group identification with the
number of points awarded for a correct ethnic
identification. See the example below.

RONALD

REAGAN
IRISH

front back

List of Ethnic Namei

Black Points Irish
'\--...

Points
William Grey 4 Ronald Reagan. 4
Joseph Coleman 4 Andrew Jackson 5
Ethel Allen 5 Franci Rafferty 2
Thurgood Marshall 4 Prin s Grace of Monaco 5
Wilson Goode 3- Joh Kennedy I

Kenneth Ganible 4 William J. Green 2
4hirley Dennis 5 James H. J. Tate 3

Italian Points Jewish : Points
Frank Rizzo .1 Goldie HAvn 5
Mario Lanza 1 WOody Allen 5
Phil Giordano 1 Walter Annenberg 2
Anna Verna 2 David Brenner 3
Peter Rodino f 3 Steve Stone 5

Joe DiMaggio 1 Enrico Fermi .t 5
Linda Fratiani 2 Edward Rendell 4

4 5 ,

4
continued
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continued

Polisit":" Points
Copernicus 4
Marie Curie 5
Daniel Rostenkowski 2
Edward Piszek 4
John Paul II 2
Edmund Muskie 4
Casimir Pulaski 2

Try a-practice run of the game with several
of your friends or family members. See how well
participants guess the ethnic identity of the 1
names.

Review IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD, page 76,
Discover the ethnic identity of yolo neighborhood.

Examine your Own neighborhood's ethnic
identity.

Review OTHER THINGS TO DO, page 77. A

Consider using one or more of these activities to
expand this activity. sit,

THINGS TO DO
DURING THE
ACTIVITY

. Ask youngsters to silently read
the introduction to this activity,
page 75 in History, Heritage,4and
Hearsay, or read it aloud to
them.,

See if youngsters can &11 ss the ethnic identities
of any of the names me, oned in.the
introduction.I Lead the discussion of the T flINK.ABOUT THIS%

question, page 75.
Go' over erections to the Play the ethnic name
baseball atne, page 75.

. Divide the group into two teams. equal
numbers.
If there is an odd number of youngsters, it will
be easy to choose a referee, otherwise you may
have, to serve as referee during the first rolind.
Let the teams choose their own names. I

continued
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continued
,.. :-..

.

-,.. ; 2
.w

The,referee:Vilf have record each team's ,
. score.

,.
Make sure tilat the game isAolayed fairly.

-.- Lead the' discussion of the -THAW ABOUT THIS
question, page 76. .

a ' I 1 c ,

THE NEXT
TIME YOU
MEET

. ;

1\
Go over directidns for IN THE
NEIGHBORHOOD, page /6,
DiscoVer the ethnicidentity of
yozir neighborhood.
- See Show many of the places,

stores, businesses, and residents of their
neighborhoods youngsters can list and identify

, according to ethni9 group ofigins. or affiliations:
Allow about one week far the completion-of this.. activity. .

Discuss the THINK ABOUT THIS questions, page
77, the next time you meet.with,the group.

See if youngsters can give reason.s-for why
neighborhoods change their ethnic identity,

, -

The following activities may be
used to expand the activities

THINGS. described in "What's in a Na e?TODO The Ethnic Identity of Namd."

Discover the ethnic identity of another neighborhood.
3 You may need to make a list of other

neighborhoods that are safe for young people to
' - visit if they want to do this activity.

J Plan to take youngsters on a walking tour of these
neighborhoods if possible. .
Refer to the Resources Guide of places to explore
and examine in South.and Southwest Philadelphia.

1

4
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Trace`the ethnic history of your neighborhood..
Again, refer to the Resources Guide of places to
explore and examine in South and Southwest
Philadelphia.
Invite senior citizens wh ave lived in the
community for many ye to speak to the group on
wifat life was like in their 'neighborhoodayears ago.

44
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Tell it-Like It Was:

Oral HistoriesPartI

This activity helps youngsters recognize that all history
does not haye to be formal- history, -i.e., histories about world
events or famous and important people. They.witl learn about
oral history. Oral history is based on personal recollections of
ordinary people, -thus making it an informal history: Oral
history tells of important events, people, places, and things in
an ordinary person's life. Youngsters develop a set of
questions for an oral history interview and conduct the
interview with an older family member or friend. Part I of

It Like It Was . .." actually prepares the youngsters for
'writing an oral history.

OBJECTIVES

This activity offers youngsters an
opportunity tth.

learn the difference between
formal and informal history.
develop a set of questions for an

oral history interview.
conduct an oral history interview with an older
family member or friend
record the answers to the_questions either in writing
or on tape.

MATERIALS
NEEDED

Paper
Pencils
List of sample interview questions
Tape recorder (olitiOnal)
Examples of oral histories (Faxfire

Books by Eliot Wigginton or Hard Times by Studs
Terkelavailable from library)

: 49
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PRE - ACTIVITY
HINTS

,Before you present "Tell It Like
It Wai , . . a I":^N---/

Read thro he entire activity
in History, ritage, and.
Hearsay, pages 95 to 97.

Review carefully THINS ABOUT THIS, pages, 95,
96, and 97. You should discuss these questions with
the yowgsters.
ReviewlifRE, page 95; Plan an.oral history
interview:0

You will have to give youngsters a lot of .

44'guidance and support'as they'work on this

b
activity.
You may want to provide examples of oral - "
histories-so that youngsters can get some ideas
about the kinds cif things found in such ..

histories. Foxfire or Hard Times are both
excellent examples of such histories. You might
read aloud excerpts tfopiLqaof these to the
group.t

Review IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD, page 96.
You yourself may want to conduct an oral
history intepiew wi*an older adult in 'your
family.

Review OTHER THINGS TO DO, page 97.
Consider using one or more of these activities to
augment this activity.

...
. . As ,lea d -injto the brief

.; THINGS TODD o. disc 'sion.of oral histories in the
DURING THE . 9o'- intr,, ctiVfi carrell It Like It

4
ACTIVITY '. Was . ," page 95, read aloud-4

° . ' . s' the 'excp printed below.to
youngsters in ,y4frigroup:' .

-,,,

Hatging around on ihe'h $ck. is '' sort of
scieece. You have a lot -to do an a lot of
nothing to clo. In the,widter tIleres dancing, pad

- 4 combing, movies; and :the like. But summer is
. really the kick. All'theblocks'are alive, like .t.

. ,
-N continuedA. .
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continued

many-legged cats crawling with fleas; People are
all over the place. Stoops are occupied
bleacher sections at a game, and beer flows 143/4...
there's nothing else to drink. The block
musicians pound out go%e beits on tin cans and
conga drums and,bongos. And kids are playing
all over the place-Lon fire escapes, tinder cars,
in alleys, back yards, hallways.
We rolled-marbles along the gutter edge, trying
to crack them against the enemy marbles,
betting five and ten marbles on being able to
spairthe=rolled dista ce between your marbles
and the other guy's. e stretched to the" imit
skinny fingers with di gutter water caked
between them, compete oblivious to the islands
of dog filth, people filth, a d street filth that -
lined the gutter.
That gutter was more dangerous than we knew.
There was a kid we called Dopey, a lopsided-
looking kid who was always drooling at the
mouth. Poor Dopey would do anything you'd
tell him, and one day sombody told him to
drink dirty street water. He got sick, and the
ambulance from City Hospital came and took
him away. The nexrtime we saw Dopey, he was
in a' coffin box in his house. Heraidn't look
dopey at all; he looked like any of us, except he
was stone dead.

Ask the group to define what they think you just
read to them.
Explain that it is an oral history of A Teen-ager in
Spanish Harlem by Piri Thomas.
Ask the young people to silently read the
introductory material, page 95 in History, Heritage,

I and Hearsay or read it aloud to them.
Lead the discussion of the THINK ABOUT THIS
question, page 95.

/ Go over directions for HERE, page 95, Plan an oral
history interview.

51
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continued

Explain to youngsters that this activity may take
several weeks to complete.
Have youngsters look at the sample interview
questions to see if they want to use some of
them in their interviews.

-- Make sure that you give individnai-help to ,

younger ones' in the group as they prepare their
questions. Depending on tharyoungster's age,
you may want to suggest that he or she only
asks 10 questions.

If time permit
Help.youngsters practice their interview
questions. Let them interview you or another
person in the group or another adult at the
center. -
See how well they write their answers. See how
long it takes for them to do this during your
practice session.
See if anyone needs help with his or her,list of
potential interviewees.
Lead the discussion of the THINK ABOUT
THIS question, page 96, and ask why it is better
to interview older people for oral histories.

THE NEXT
TIME YOU
MEET

'48

Go over the directions for IN
THE NEIGHBORHOOD, page
96, Conduct an oral history
interview.

If anyone is having a problem
arranging interviews, you may have to help
them.`
See if youngsters can explain oral history mid
the purpose of conducting the interviews.
You might suggest that they plan more than one
visit to interview the person, depending-cm the
age o,f the older adult to be interviewed and the
number of questions they plan. to ask. The
person answering the questions may also ramble

continued
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at times. They might want to limit each'mpeting
to 30 or 45 minutes.
Again, remind them that completing this activity
will probably take more than an hour.
Remind them to be polite and_tokeep_their
questions ind answers together. They may-want
to write their answers on the interview
questionnaire.
If they plan to tape their interviews, youngsters
should practice recording information on their

.tape recorder before the interview to make sure .

that their machine is working properly and that
they are familkar with its operation.
When yotingsters have completed this task, lead

,- the discussion V, the MINK ABOUT THIS -
question, page 97.'h'

OTHER
THINGS
TO DO-

Th4ctiVities listed on page 97 in
History,.Herits,ge, and Hearsay
may be used to expand "Tell It
Like It Was: Oral HistoriesPart
I," if youngsters would like to

interview Other_older adults in their families or
neighborhoods and/or read, other oral histories. The
followibg suggestions can help in completing these
activities.
Inteiview others.

Yotynight suggest that e'yourrgsters'interview 'older
adults.of similar ages, and that if they are interested
in a particular aspect of life (i.e., schooling, leisure
activities, etc.), they ask each older adult the same
questions to determine if there'are similarities_and
differences.

Read 'other oral histories.
-go Suggest books focusing on peoOle of different ethnic

backgrounds who lived during the same time in
history for comparisons of their personal histories.
A.few of these books.are listed below:

continued
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4.

Beckley, Z. A Charice ic.Zive. New Yo
- MacMillan, 1918.
Bennesuti, M. No Steady Job for Papa. -New

York: Vanguard Press, 1966.
--Hughes-,-L Not WithOta-Laughterz-New-Y-ork.

MacMillan, 1969.
Lenski, L. We Live in the North. Philadelphia:

J. 13. Lippincoti, 1966.
Roth, H. Call It Sleep. New York: Ayon, 1964.
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Tell It Like. It Was:
Oral HistoriesPart II

0

This activity helth; youngsters organize t, information
from their oral history interviews' into an out tne an
into an oral history. Once their oral histories becom written
histories, others will be able to find out what life was e for

,people of different ethnic groups long ago.

OBJECTIVES

This activity offers, youngsters an
opportunity to:

develop an outline for an oral
history

a write an oral history of the
person(s) interviewed.

'"'MATERIALS
NEEDED .

C.

Paper
Pencils
Sample outline of oral histories
Written or taped responses to

interview questions

!RE- ACTIVITY
HINTS ,

Before you present "Tell It Like
It Was . . .,Part II":

Read through the entire activity
in History, Heritage, and
Hearsay, pages 103 to 105.

Review carefully THINK ABOUT THIS, pages 103,
104, and 105. You should discuss these questions
with youngsters.
Review HERE, page 103, Write an oral history.

You inay use.the sample topic outline to help
youngsters choose topics for their own outline.

continued
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You may also want to generate other topics that
might be based on the information that you
gathered when you did your own interview.
You will probably need to illustrate for
youngsters how to group.,their information by
topics, again using the information that you
gathefed when you did your own oral history
interview.
You'will probably have-to help younger
members ()four group organize their outlines.
Since you will probably write an oral history of
the person that you interviewed, you may need
to provide youngsters with a copy of one
paragraph from your histoiy.
This activity may take several weeks to
complete. st:

Review IN THE NEIGHBOR' JOD, page 104.
Review OTHER THINGS TO DO, page 105.
Consider using one or more of these activities to
expand this activity.

THINGS TO DO
DURING THE
ACTIVITY

Ask youngsters to read silently
the introduction to this activity,
page 103 in History, Heritage,
and Hearsay, or read it alotid to
them.

Lead the discussion of the THINK ABOUT
THIS questions, page 1g3.

You might want to begin this discussion by
asking if youngsters have thought about how
they will organize their oral histories,

"Then continue with the other questions listed.
Go over the dire.ctions for HERE, page 103 Write an
oral history.

Ask youngsters to review their interview
questions and the information they collected
during their interviews to see if there are other
topics they should include in their outline.

52
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Show youngsters how to grOup the information
by topic. Use the information that you collected
during your own oral history interview for this
purpose.

.

When yOungsters have completed their topic
outlines, but before they begin to write their
histories, give them a copy of one paragraph
from your oral history so they can see how the
topic outline translates into written paragraphs.
Help younger members of the group organize
their outlines and prepare their histories.
Explain to the group that this activity will
prpbably take several weeks 'to complete and
that each member of the group will continue to
work on their oral histories when they meet
again.

i

1

THE NEXT
TIME YOU
MEET

ti

Discuss the THINK ABOUT
THIS questions, 'page 104, before
youngsters continue to write their
oral histories.
Go over directions for IN. THE

NEIGHBORHOOD, page 104, for those-youngsters
Who have finished writing their oral histories.

Remind youngsters to show their histories to the
person they interviewed and to make changes in
theirtistories, if needed.

OTHER
THINGS
TO DO

The following activities may' be
used to expand 'the activities
described in "Tell It Like It i
Was . . . Part II":

Add pictures to your oral history.
Youngsters may want to take pictures of the person

continued
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they interviewed and compare them with a picture
of the same person taken several years before.
The person interviewed may allow the youngster to
draw pictures of important places in their life from
old photographs.

Write more oral histories.
Youngsters may want to interview a young adult
anran older adult to see if the events included in
each history are different.

Make an oral history book.
This would be an,excellent group activity.
Youngsters can mit 'all their oral histories in this
book.
Youngsters may even be able to get their book
published by a local foundation. You will have to
check into this f9r them if the group decides that
this is what they-would like to do.
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All the News: Ethnic
and Neighborhood Newspapers

This activity creates an awareness of the variety of ethnic
and neighborhood newspapers published in this city.
Youngsters investigate ethnic and neighborhood newspapers
and critically analyze them for their content and for ethhic
and/or neighborhood slant. They see how ethnic and
neighborhood newspapers help strengthen their readers' ethnic
and.neighborhood pride. As a culminating activity,
youngsters begin to write and/or print their own
neighborhood newspaper.

OBJECTIVES

This activity offers youngsters an
opportunity to:

become aware of the variety of
ethnic and neighborhood
newspapers published in the city.

compare and contrast ethnic and" neighborhood
newspapers
read at least two ethnic and neighborhicad
newspapers
critically analyze these newspapers for thei content
as well as their ethnic and/or neighborhood slant
begin to write and print a neighborhood newspaper
hypothesike about the purposes of modern-day
ethnic and neighborhood newspapers.

MATERIALS
NEEDED

Paper N
Pencils
List of several ethnic and

neighborhood newspapers
Copies of several ethnic and

neighborhood newspapers
Several copies of the Ye Holt; Pages
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PRE-ACTIVITY
HINTS

Before presefftingZAII the News:
Ethnic and Neighborhood
Newspapers":

Read through the entire activity
in History, Heritage, and

Hearsay, pages 125 to 127
Review carefully THINK ABOUT THIS, pages 125,
126, and 127. You should discuss these questions
with youngsters.

Make sure that you have a few ethnic or ,
neighborhoOd newspapers available to use as
illustrations for THINK ABOUT THIS, page
126.

Review IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD, page 125.
Use this sample list of ethnic and neighborhood
newspapers to help youngsters identify these
types of newspapers. Tba.rellow Pages lists
additional ethnic and net hborhood= newspapers.

Sample Ethnic and Neighborhood Newspapers

The Philadelphia Spirit
211 So. 53rd Street
Philadelphia, PA 19139
Tele: 748-6661
Queen Village Crier.
736 So. 3rd.Street
Philadelphia, PA 19147
Tele: 9225787
South Philadelphia,

Review . -
Northwest Corner, 12th

& Porter Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19148
Tele: 336-2500

Jewish ExpOnent
226 So. 16th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Tele: 893-5700

Opinione-Progresso
814 So. 8th Street
Philadelphia; PA 19147
Tele: 922-1491

Philadelphia Tribune
522 So. 16th Street
Philadelphi, PA 19146
Tele: 546-1005

Polish Star-Gwiazda
3600 Richmond Street '-
Philadelphia, PA 19134
Tele: 739-7571

The Irish Edition
P.O. Box 27151
Philadelphia, PA 19118
Tele: 927-4386, 242-5485

Sons of Italy Times
Broad & Federal Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19146
Tele: 732-7501
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You may want to think about dividing the larger
group into smaller, groups and asking each
group to investigate a different ethnic or
neighborhood newspaper. Then each group can
report to others on their findingscomparing
and contrasting them.

Review HERE, page 126, Wrii4and print your own
special newspaper.

This activity is best done in a large group. It is a
long-term activity and may take months to
complete. You will have to explain this to the
young people in your group.

, You may want to research the workforce of a
newspaper office to learn how a newspaper is
put together, or ask youngsters to do this. (See
OTHER THINGS TO DO, Find out more
about your city's ethnic and neighborhood
newspaperS, page 127.)
Assign youngsters to write stories, to take
pictures, to interview people, to do layouts,
printing, etc. You may want to spend rime
explaining these various jobs and planning
assignments with them.
If youngsters want to ask store owners for ads,
you may have to contact local store owners to
prepare them. You may also have to help .
youngsters identify possible sources for ads and
help them make their requests.
If youngsters decide to print their newspaper, -

...., .they will probably need some outside help. -

Encourage them to do as ituch as they can on
their own, but beready to he them Wave it

-copidd and organized for distribution..
If youngsters do not want to take on such an

-ambitious project, they may want to produce an
. abbreviated newspaper more like a newsletter

witliout advertisements.
You can best judge the ability of your group to
complete such an activity.

Review OTHER THINGS TO DO, pa4e--127..
- Consider using one or more of these activities to

auginent this activity. NI

sr
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THINGS TO DO .
DURING THE
ACTIVITY.

Either ask the young people to
silently read the introductory
material to "All the News: . . .," J.
page 125, or read it aloud to
them.

Lead the discussion of the THINK ABOUT THIS
question, page .25. Make sure that you have several
ethnic or neighborhood newspapers available so you
can point out to youngsters the types of information
that can be found in them. Discuss reasons why
people might read these special newspapers today.
Go over the directions to IN THE
NEIGHBORHOOD, page 125, Find out about your
city's ethnic and neighborhood newspapers.

Use the sample list of etfinic and neighborhood
newspapers to help youngsters identify
newspapers.
Have several copies of the Yellow Pages
available as Youngsters make their lists.
Divide your larger group into smaller groups if
you think that this will help better organize the
activity.
If you do divide the group, make sure that each
group reports their findings to other groups.

0

THE NEXT
TIME YOU
MEET

Discuss the THINK-ABOUT
THIS questions, page 126.

If youngsters seem to have a
problem discussing the ethnic
-or neighborhood content of

_these newspapers, you may want to ask the
f011oWing questions:

Are most of the stories only about one ethnic
group or neighborhood?
Do the newspapers' names reflect a certain
ethnic group or neighborhood?
Are most advertisers from one ethnicgroup or
neighborhood?
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continued

--*-Go-over thedirectionsfor _Write and print your
own special newspaper, page 126.

Explain to youngsters that this activity will t
several weeks, perhIps even several months, to
complete.
If youngstefs are interested in producing their
own newspaper, consider taking them on a tour
of special newspapers to research the workforce.,

.Let youngsters choose the newspaper they want
to visit. You will have to arrange to visit with
the newspaper owner or editor. (See OTHER
THINGS TO DO page 127 in History, Heritage,
and'Hearsay.)
Whether or not your group visits an ethnic or
neighborhood newspaper, you sill want to -
spetid time with the young people to identify the
types of stories or news that should be included
in their special newspaper. Then assign
.youngster's to' write stories, to take pictures; to
interview people, to solicit, advertisements or
write ads, to do layouts, to do typing, etc. The

_ .group may also want tg choose a name for their
newspaper,
After discussing all of the steps involved in
writing and printing a newspaper, let your group
decide whether or not they want to take on such
an ambitious project at this time They may
want to produce an ethnic of neighborhood
newsletter instead. A newsletter might include
articles on activities at their community center
or on activities in which their group is involved.

T he activities listed on page 127
OTHER ' may he used to expand "All the
THINGS News: Ethnic and NeighborhoodTO DO .

Newspapers." The following
suggestions may help in completing

these activities:

Find out about special newspapers from.long ago.
Arrange for your youngsters to visit the library.

continued .
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This should be at ,a time when reference librarians
in the newspaper section are available to assist them
in examining copies of the city's old ethnic and
neighborhood newspapers.
Make sure that youngsters note when these papers
were published. They should also be reminded to
handle them with care. Often these newspapers are _
on microfilm. The librarian can teach the ,

youngsters how to operate microfilm machines.
Youngsters may want to compare and contrast the
oltnewspapers to modern versions of the same
papers if they are still being published,

Find out more about your city's ethnic and
neighborhood newspapers.

You will have to arrange for ygur group to visit the
ethnic or neighborhood newspaper office of their
choice.
In arranging their visit, make sure that youngsters
will get to talk to the editoi as .well as to several
reporters and photographers. Youngsters will also
want to visit the print shop and the layout room.
Before the visit, meet with: youngst rs to plan the
types of information ttiey want to a quire. It might
be a,good idea for youngsters to m ke a list of
questions that they will want to ask the editor,
reporters, photographers, printers; etc.

O
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What's Cooking?
An Ethnic Feast

This activity, helps young people learn more about variousethnic groups in South and Southwest Philadelphia by
examining different ethnic foods. They compare and contrastethnic dishes from different ethnic groups, as well as different
dishes from the same ethnic group. They research recipes for
ethnic dishes and plan ethnic menus, as well as prepare and
eat ethnic dishes. At the conclusion of this activity, young
people should recognize that most of the foods we eat are
ethnic foods.

OBJECTIVES

Thii activity offers youngsta& an
opportunity to: -.

recognize the prevalence of ethnic
foods in Americans' diets

bes
compare and. contrast different

ethnic (I
compare and contrast different dishes characteristic
of one ethnic group

, research the preparation of ethnic dishes
research the history of ethnic dishes
plan a menu consisting of ethnic foods
find a recipe for an ethnic dish
prepare and/or eat ethnic dishes (optional).

MATERIALS
NEEDED

Paper
Pencils
Several ethnic cookbooks (you can
- find these at the public library.)
Poster showing different ethnic

foods with etlidc groups identified
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PRE-ACTIVITY
HINTS

/ Before your present "What's
I Cooking? An Ethnic Feast":

Read through the entire activity
in History, Heritage, and
Hearsay, pages 133 to 135.

Make an ethnic foods poster showing the ethnic
origin of some foods that youngsters like to eat.

You may want to include pictures of french fries
(Belgian), pizza (Italian), hot dogs (German),
waffles (Dutch), corn-on-the-cob (Native"
American), lox and_bagels_(Jewish).

Reitiew carefully THINK ABOUfTHIS, pi& 133,
134, and 135. You should discuss these questions
with youngsters.
Review HERE, page 134, Plan an ethnic menu'or
Plan a multiethnic menu.

You may want to'let the group deci which of
the two activities they would most Ile to do,

Reiiiew IN THE NEIGHBORHOGikia ge 134,
Cook an ethnic dish.

This can be an ongoing project for youngsters in
your group.
This may work well as a small group activity,
with one group of youngsters doing research anti,
copying recipes while another group, those who
like to cook, actually prepare ethnic ;disks and
report their findings to the group. Allow group
members to taste their dishes.
Cooking ethnic diihes should be encouraged but
you should realize that some youngsters !hay not
want to do this, and that some youngsters' .

parents.may not allow them to use their kitchens
, for this project.

You may also want toiio this activity yourself
and, if possible, bring samples of your ethnics.
dishes for youngsters to taste.

Review OTHER THINGS TO DO, Page j35.
Consider using one or more of these activities to
expand this activity.
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. THINGS TO DO
DURING THE
ACTIVITY

To introduce this activity, use s
your ethnic foods pOster. See if
youngsters can identify the ethnic
origin of each dish. You may
have to help them with this. (See

Pre-Activity Hints.)
Ask young people to silently read the introduction
to this activity, page 133 in Hisiory,Ileritage, and
Hearsay, or read it aloud to`them.
Discuss the THINK ABOUT THIS question, page
133.

Go over the directions for HERE, Plan an ethnic
menu or Plan a multiethnic menu.

Let the-group decide which activity they will do.
Allow enough time for youngsters to-complete'
the activity. Help'them if they need it.
Display copies of the ethnic menus; let
youngsters discuss their choicce

Discuss the THINK ABOUT THIS question, page
134.

This could lead to a discussion of ethnic grocery
or specialty food stores, and from this to a
general discussion of ethnic neighborhoods.

If time permitil,.go over the directions for IN THE
NEIGHBORHOOD, Cook an ethnic &Th.

THE NEXT
TIME YOU
MEET
di

4**

Go over the recipes with the
entire group and make sure that
your cooks undeptand what
ingredients they need to prepare
each dish.

Allow youngsters one week .to prepa re and eat
their dishes. If all the youngiters in your group
would like to/sample these foods, make sure that
the dishes chosen can easily'be prepared in
advance, store well,and do not require any
additional prepSralioh before serving.
Let cookiiirepqa qn. the .preparation.of

:.tothe groups:

,ontinued



continued

Dismiss the THINK ABOUT THIS question,
page 135.
See how many youngsters are interested in
researching the preparation of and in copying
recipes, for the ethnic dishes chosen by the
group. See how many youngsters are interested
in actually preparing a dish.
If yin' decide to divide up the activity as
desdribed, make sure that the whole group
identifies the ethnic dish(es) that Tie research
group will investigate.

. Allow youngsters one'week to do their research
and copy their r,ecipes.

OTHER
THINGS
TO DO

The following activities may be
used to expand the activities-
described in "What's Cooking? An
Ethnic Feast":

.Find out more about an ethnic food.
Youngsters c ming this activity may want to talk
to grandp nts or other older adults to get
infor ion.
Youngsters may want to visit some of the older or
more established ethnic restaurants.

.
Have an ethnic feast:
- See how many youngsters in your group are

interested intparticipating in this activity.
Use some f the recipes .that yopngsterS researched.
Invite oth people iti )o sample dishes.

Make an e nic or multiethnic cookbook:
Yoim ers should ask farbily members and/or
friends to codtribute,tecipes.and histories to the
coOkbOok.
Let the group chose a name for the cookbook.

continued
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'continued
Let a small group of youngsters design a cover for
the cookbook.

,Let' the group decide on how to arrange the recipes.
Use other cookbooks for ideas.
Print the cookbook yourself on a mimeograph or
phOtoco;py machine.
Distribute the cookbook to group members, as well
as to family and friends.

1-lave ii-'heighbOrhood ethnic feast.
7 Mk how many youngsters would like to participate.

Choose a location for your ethnic feast.
Invite_guests.
Identify the .ethnic origins of dishes you would like
to.serve; .
Msign youngsters taskss,,e.g., making invitations or
calling to invite people to e feast; identifying
possible dishes desired; re esting.that individual&
prepare these dishes; insur'ng that there will be
enough dishes prepared; ranging and setting -, ,
tables; providing enougir ishes, silverware, etc.
Lel the group decide if they would like to present
an ethnic program or explain to guests what they've
been doing in History, Heritage, and Hearsay...-,

Eat' In an ethnic restaurant: '

Let, the group choose the .type of foOd they would
like to eat. "They should consider foods that they

,,
, have never eaten hefore. ,

0' Chick a list of ethnic restaurants in your ,-
community.

,to Make reservations, check' on special menus and
group rates. ' 44'"

"1 Arrange for transportation to the restaurant if it is
,riot withinwalking distance.
Secure- parental. permissiOn.
Ask youngsters to research the history of their meal
if your menu can be selected ahead of time. You

-triay.want to ask the chef'to discuss the dishes;
histories with the groues.
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History, _Heritage, and Hearsay:,
Other Ethnic Groups

in Your Neighborhood

This activity can be either a culminating activity for
you'ngsters or a beginning activity in developing your own
community ethnic heritage studies program. Youngsters plan
how to investigate other ethnic groups and then research
these groups. They can also interview someone from another
ethnic group and write about the history and heritage of that
group. Participation in this activity helps youngsters to gain
an understanding of the histdry,*experiences, and heritage of
ethnic groups not examined in History, Heritage, and
Hearsay.

1

This activity offers youngsters an
opportunity to:

OBJECTIVES choose an ethnic group to,
investigate
design a research plan for e.

investigating an ethnic group
identify resources (material and human). appropriate
for a research plan
conduct research to find out about the history,
experiences, and heritage of an ethnic group
gain an understanding of the history, experiences,
and heritage of an ethnic group. .

MATFRIALS
NEEIgED

Paper
Pencils
Simples of ethnic magazines

and/or newspapers
Oral history interview forms

Crayons, colored pens or pencils
Dictionary
List of ethnic groups currently living in Philadelphia
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Before you present "History,
Heritage, and Hearsay: Other

PRE-ACTIVITY Ethnic Groups in YourHINTS
Neighborhood":
,Read through the entire activity

in History, Heritage, and Hearsay, pages 153 to

745e5.view carefully THINK ABOUT THIS, pages 153,
154, and 155. You should discuss these questions
With youngsters.
Review HERE, page 153, Plan hosy to investigate
other ethnic groups.

Review the list of ethnic groups currently living
sin Philadelphia. Transfer the list to a large sheet
of paper where youngsters can easily see the
names.

Other Philadelphia Ethnic Grpups

."" Argentinian-American Lithuanian-American
Armenian-American Native American
Bangladesh-American Pakistani-American
Chinese-American Puerto Rican and
Costa Rican-American SpaniSh-speaking
Cuban-American American
Dutch-American Russian-American
English-American Sdutheast Asian-American
German-American . (Vietnamese, Laotian,
Greek-American . . Cambodian, etc.)
Haitian-American Swedish-American
Indian-American rinidad and Tobago-

, Japanese-American merican
Korean-American Ukra ian-American

Add to the list of things to find out about a
group.
Generate a list of places where youngsters can
find answers to these questions, e.g., public

-library, city archiveso newspaper offices, ethnic
museums', restaurants, etc.

Ileview IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD, page 155,
Investigate another ethnic group.

.
continued
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"Hued

Contact the Human Relations Commission to
find out where various ethnic group
neighborhoods are in Philadelphia.
If you have friends or acquaintances who are
members of these ethnic groups, see if they
would be available for interviews by youngsters
in the group.

Review OTHER THINGS TO DO, page 155.
Consider using one or more of these activities to
expand this activity.

THINGS TO DO
DURING THE
ACTIVITY

Ask the young people to silently
read the introduction'to this
activity, page 153 in Hiitory,'
Heritage, and Hearsay, or read it
aloud to them.

Lead the discussion of the THINK ABOUT THIS
questions, page 153.

After youngsters have estimated the numbrer of
ethnic gr. Philadelphia, display the list of
ethnic groups cu rently living in 'the city.
The second ques on should provide an
introduc iscussion to the HERE activity,
page 153.

Go over the directions fOrlIERE, Plan how to
investigate other ethnic groups.

After youngsters have reviewed the list of things
to find out about an ethnic group see if they can
generife any other items to add to this list.
See if there are any youngsters who would like
to work together as a team to research a group.

AThis activity will probably work well as a group
`activity.

Help youngsters find out where they can locate
information.
Have them list these places.

Discuss the THINK ABOUT THIS question, page
154.
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THE NEXT
TIME YOU
MEET -

Find but about each team's
progress to date.
Let those group members who
would like to report on things of
interest they have discovered

about the particular ethnic group.
pitcuss the THINK ABOUT THIS question,, page
l$4.
Ask how many youngsters want toidntinue their
investigation by completing one of the OTHER
THINGS TO DO activities.
If time permits, go over the directions for IN THE
NEIGHBORHOOD, page 155, Investigate another
ethnic group.
Remind youngsters that this activity can take from
several weeks to several months to complete and,
that you will help each group as needed.

OTHER
THINGS
TO DO

The following activities may be
used to expand the activities

, described in "History, Heritage, and
Hearsay: Other Ethnic Groups in
Your Neighborhood":

Interview someone from the ethnic group.
You may be able to suggest somd senior citizens'
homes which care for members of particular ethnic
groups.
You will have to make the initial contaccvtith each
home's director to ask if youngsters can interview
residents.
See if any of your friends or acquaintances who are
members of these ethnic groups are willing to be
interviewed.
Go over the oral history interview forms and
outlines with youngsters.

Make your own History, Heritage, and Hearsay.
4 Help youngsters decide how to present their

continued
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findings. They will also have to decide what
information to include and what not to include.
If necessary, help youngsters make an outline.
Review their Material.
Help youngsters as they put their final drafts
together.
Since the reserach effort is a team project, each
member of the team_§hould have a special job to do
in producing the book. One youngster may be
better at artwork than another, or one may like-to
do layouts and production (typing, stapling, etc.). If
possible let group members divide uptasks
according to their interests.
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Suggestions for Managing
History, Heritage, and Hearsay

Learning Activities

As you reviewed the instructions for directing learning
activities, you probably noticed that many of the IN THE
NEIGHBORHOOD activities take several weeks to complete.
The following suggestions may help you to manage
youngsters' time as they work through activities. You may
choose one, combine aspects of each, or develop your own,
depending on:

-4 the frequenc4y that you meet with your group to use the
History, Heritage, and Hearsay materials
your own leadership style
the youngsters you are working with
the nature of your community center and its programs.

This management strategy offers the
--WORKING -AT-__ most control for the group leader. All of

THE SAME tie youngsters -work through_the
TIME activities as they are presented in their

guide. They complete one activity before
beginning another._They all complete the HERE section of
the activity before beginning the IN, THE
NEIGHBORHOOD section. While completing a
NEIGHBORHOOD section that takes two or more weeks,
youngsters read and discuss the detailed histories and fictional
anecdotes presented in History, Heritage, and Hearsay. They
also use this time to discuss the THINK ABOUT THIS
questions whenever they meet. The group leader checks to see
hovi youngsters are progressing in their neighborhood activity
and provides assistance if necessary. When youngsters have
completed an activity, they usually have a product to present.
The group leader,should allow time for them to make

,indentations and to discuss their findings before beginning
the next activity.
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This management strategy offers the

ALLOWING A
greatest freedom to youngsters working

CHOICE on the activities. However, it requires
that the group leader be familiar with all
of the activities and understand them well.

After introducing History, Heritage, and Hearsay to
youngsters, the group leader allows 30 to 40 minutes for them
to review all of the activities in their guide. Then each
youngster is given the opportunity to choose three or four
activities tit complete:and to list the activities chosen in the
order he or she intends to complete them. The %group leader is
given this list. Scheduling forms are provided to help the
group leader keep track of the youngsters' progress as they
complete their activities, As a youngster completes an activity,
he or she begins the, next activity of his or heoice.

If several youngsters are working on the S'aft activity at
the same time, the-group leadersan meet with this group to
discuss THINK ABOUT THIS questions, to check on the
group's progress, and to see if the activity can become a team
project. If each youngster is working on a different activity,
the group leader wiI1...have to work with each youngster
individually to ask questions, answer questions, and assist
where needed.

We also suggest that the grOup leader allow at least 15
'minutes per session for reading and disCussing the ethnic
group histories and fictional anecdotes. Time should also be

_set aside for THINK ABOUT THIS questions -in the-
activities, for presentations, and for youngsters to discuss
their findings with the group.

This management strategy offers

OVERLAPPING moderate control for the group leader
ACTIVITIES and some flexibility for the youngsters.

The youngsters (with assistance, if
needed) choose the order in which they

will ,complete the actiN ities in the guide. The group leader
records the order of the activities on the attached schedule
and uses it to keep track of each youngster's progress. All the
youngsters begin the first activity on the group list at the
same time. However, they can complete the activity at their

.
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owrpace within a time limit thaLthe group leader and
youngsters agree upon.

Youngsters who complete the IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
activity before others in their group are given a choice of
doing one or more enrichment activities or of beginning the
HERE section of the next activity on the schedule. It is-
possible than a youngster will complete all of the activities .
before others in his br her'group.

In order to keep youngsters more or less together as they
work through their activities, the group leader can set aside at
least 15 minutes in each session for youngsters to read and
discuss the ethnic group histories And fictional anecdotes.
Additional time can be set aside to discuss THINK ABOUT
THIS questions for the activities being worked on. Group
leaders should'assist youngsters as they work to complete
each activity and they should allow time for youngsters to
present and discuss their findings after each activity has been
completed by the group.

0
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Section Three:
Glossary/Resources/

Bibliogiraphy

Glossary of Selected Terips in
History, Heritage, and Hearsay

The terms defined below may be difficult for some
youngsters using History, Heritage, and Hearsay to
understand. We hope that this glossary will assist you as you
work with the youngsters. If other words not defined in this
glossary prove difficult for youngsters, please encourage them
to use a dictionary.

anti-slaveryAgainst slavery.
astronomerA person who is an expert in astronomy (the

science of investigation-of the sun, moon, planets, stars,
and other heavenly bodies).

bathhouseA building equipped for bathing. Bathhouses
were common in the early 1900s because there was limited
Plumbing in mostchotises. For some ethnic groups, use of
the bathhouse c_____ be part of a ritual.,

blarney=- Flattering, coaxing talk. --
boariiing house--A type of hotel where patrons can buy

meals, or a room and meals. -

bocceLawn bowling game played on a long narrow court.
bustlingNoisy or excited activity; hurried activity.
caterersPeople who cook, serve, and deliver, food for

social affairs.
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compatriotiFellow caintrymen from Italy.
IcongregationA gathering of people, usually for worship or

religious instruction.
, 1conservationCareful preservation of natural resources.

cultureThe customary beliefs, values, behaviors,
institutions, and material objects of a racial, religious, or

.
social group.

delicatessenA small grocery store selling prepared foods "4

such as cooked meats, smoked fish, cheese, salads, and
pickles.

discriminationMaking a difference in favor of or against
individuals who are members of ethnic minority .groups or
who are members of economically deprived groups.

domesticA household servant.
-

economicHaving to do with the production, distribution,
and consumption of goods and services. -

erosion Being worn away, e.g., the erosion of the soil by . I

Water. .

famineAlmost complete lack of food; starving.
IforemanAn often specially trained man typically in charge

of a group of untrained workmen,
.

hearsaySomething heard from another; rumor; personal : I

recollections.
heritageTraditions passed on from one generation to*the

next. 1

historyThe story of significant events in the lives of a group
of people.

immigrantsPeople who come into a country front another
counvy"tolive permanently.

indentured servantA person who purchases his passage to a
country by signing a contract which binds him/herto work

it*for_someone for a given period of time. I

I
industryAny branch of business or trade.
inequa ity----Lack of evennessjegularity, or uniformity;

variability in opportunity or accesi.--- -.
jokesterA person who jokes, a practical joker.
KosciuszkovClubA Pokili social and civic club named

after a famous Polish freedom fighter.
.
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kielbasa-Het Polish smoked sausage made of coarsely
chopped beef and pork, flavored with garlic and spices.

kosherRight or clean according to Awl 411 law.
labor brokerAn employment agent who found immigrants

to fill jobs.

la familigtathe family; often including parents, children
grandparents, cousins, uncles, aunts, and in-lanrs.

leprechaunsMischievous elves of Irish folklore usually
believed to reveal the hiding place of treasure if caught.

longshoremenMen who load'and unload ships.
lynchTo put to death without a lawful trial, usually by mob

action.

masonA person whOse work is building'with stone or brick.
metal forging,The act or process of shaping things out of

metal.

metropolitanOf or related to large cities, e.g., metropoliffn
newspapers."

migrantA persim who moves from one place to'another in
order tofind work, a more tolerant government, or a better
place to live:

migrationMoving from one place to another.
needle tradesOccupations involving sewing, embroidery,

other work done with a needle.
padroniItalians who secured employment for other Italian

immigrants when they came fo the United States, often
loaning them money and providing housing for their
families.

paisano"A common Italian, term for a fellows countryman.
parishAn ecclesiastical district th-gt is governed by one

pastoi.and contains one church.
Passover- -A Jewish holiday observed in memory of the

sparing'of the JeiVs in Egypt, when the firstborn children of
Egyptians were killed and the children of the Jews were
passed over.

patrioticShowing love and loyal support of one's country.
patroness--A woman who is a special supporter of the work

---__Sf_another, perhaps helping with financial or social
Support.
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peddlerA person who travels about sellifrig things carried in
a pack or in a cart.

_pierogiPolish dumpling with a meat-or vegetable filling.
polkaA lively Polish dance with three steps and a" hop in

double time.
prejudiceA set Of negative attitudbs a stereotypes held by

ah individual toward a particular group f people or a race
of people.

pushcartA light cart pushed byiha nd.
racismA belief that race is the primary deterniitiant of

human traits and capacities and that racial differences
produce an inherent superibrity of a particular race.

radibactivityThe property possessed by some elements (as
uranium) a spontaneously giving bff alpha or beta rays.

reereationak-Having to do"With amusement or play.
Rosh Hashanal-A Jewish hbly day that marks the beginning

of the fewish New Year.
segregationSeparation from others; separation of racial
.Winority grotfp,members from other racial groups,
especially in schools, theaters, and so on, e.g., former
segregation of Afro - Americans from other racial groups in
the United States. ac

shantyi-A crudely built dwelling or shelter, usually built
of wood. .

shillingA British silver coin, worth about 14 cents.
spiritualA deeply emotional religious song.
stonemason A person whose work is building with stone or

brick.
sweatshopsPlaces where worker are employed under very

bad conditions of work, and at fiery low wages.
synagogue L-A place used by Jews for religious instruction

and woyship,
tanneries Placq where animal hides are prepared to make

. 'leather goods.
tapromA barroom; a room or establishment whose main

feature is a bar for the sale of liquoi:-
textileWoven fabric; material suitable for weaving, e.g.,

linen, cotton, silk, wool, etc.
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tradition:--The handinigiv of beliefs: opinions, customs,
stories, etc.,.from parents-to children, usually by word of
mouth or example.

traditional,--Handed down by tradition, customary.
tzedakah--Hebrew word meaning charity or the giving' of

charity.
_

Underground Railroad--- (Before the abolition of slavery) a
cooperative effort by active antislavery people in the United
States to secretly help runaway or fugitive slaves to escape
to Canada or other places of safety.

unionA group of workers)dined together to protect and
promote their interests:

unskilledNot trained; 'not expert.
.vocationalHaving to do with some.occupation; trade, etc:
weaverAperson who weaves (makes fabric out of threads)

as a regular occupation.
up

yellow fever A ilangerous infectious disease of warm
climates, transmitted by the bite of a certain breed of
mosquito.,

YiddishA language which developed from acdialect of
German. Yiddish contains many Hebrew expressions. It is
spoken by Jews in Russia and Central Europe.

Yom KippurA Jewish holy day. observed by abstinence
from food and,drink and by the dayldng recitation of
prayers of repentance in the synagogue. Also called "Day

. of Atonement."
*,
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Selected Ethnic Resources
.

Because Philadelphia is a city of ethnic groups, it is a city
of ethnic resources. Any attempt to list all the ethnic

t resources available in Philadelphia would be futile. However,
."'we offer the following list of people, places, organizations,
;andfarm ttungs as a sample of the many ethnic resources that can

be found in South and Sou'thwest Philtd5lphia, as well as in
Philadelphia -at- large. Before taking advantage of many of
theie resources, we suggest that you investigate them to see
how they can bgtfii eet your needs and to make.whatever
arrangements are, necessary. Also, we suggest that you add
to this list using yobi o'n experiences and those of the
ybungsters, With whbm yesti are working. -

1Vi9Iticultural.
ffialeh Institute for Ethnic Studies

/8 South 7th Street
Philadelphia, PA-19106,
Telephone: 925-8090
(Maintains a museum and library focusing on the histories and
heritages Philadelphia's ethnic groupg.)

Free Library of Philadelphia(Central Library) .
19th Street & Benjamin Franklin Parkway
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Telephone: 686-5322 (General information) .

. (Maintains a collection of films,. books, newspapers and magazines-
. on different ethnic goup.histories and heritages.) ,,

Internatiohal House of-Philadelphia
1

3701 ChesinuliStreet ,

? 3 Philadelphia' PA 19104 d

I
Telephon%: 387-5125 .. , .
(An edutational, Cultural, and social center for foreign students

4"offering differenlethnic folk festivals throughout the year.). .

Mummers Musetutjitc. . 0, ' , . -

t 2nd Street & Washington Avenue
.., Philadelphia, PA 1912,T - ,

,
Telephnne: .33643050 I'
(An actisporiented museum featurinehistbry of this South 4

i* Piti la del p hil traditibn. as, %dim various Irish,ltalian, and_Polish
t -,,.

mummep.groups, their costumes, and films.of previous parades,
4.

. Youhgsters can e'en try on costumes and do thteumnier's'
- strut'? .
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Nationalities Service Center of Philadelphia
1300 Spruce Street
Philadelphia,.PA 19107
Telephone: 89318400
(Provides social assistance to all foreign immigrants coming to
Philadelphia through,eduscational and counseling programs. Also
holds an ethnic folk fair every two years at the Civic Cesitter,)

Office of Curriculum and Instruction
Social Studies Education
The School District of Philadelphia
21st Street & The Parkway
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Telephone: 299-7797
(Has educational materials for ethnic studies on a variety of
Philadelphia ethnic groups.)

SOuth Philadelphia Review Chronicle
12th & Porter Streets
Philadelphia4 PA 19148.
Teleghone: 336-2500
(Business office of this weekly \publication focusing on'activities in
South Philadelphia.)

University Mustum
33rd & Spruce Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19147
Telephone: 243-4000
(Museum on the University of Pennsylvania campus-regularly
presents exhibitions and programs focusing on various ethnic
groups and their heritages.)

Urban Archives, Paley Library
Temple University
}jerks Mall
Philadelphia, PA 9132
Telephone: 787-8257

. (Sponsors and houses research on the urban history of -
Philadelphia including some research on a number of the ethnic
groups that settled-in the city.)

Afro-American
Afrd-American Historical and,ultural Museum

7th & Arch Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19106
Telephone: 574-3671 -
(This museum presents various exhibitions and programs on
Afro-American and African history, life, and culture.)
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Office of African and Afro-American Studies
School District of Philadelphia
21st' Skeet & The Parkway
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Telephone: 299-7795
(Has. educational materials on African and Afro-American
studies.).

Berean Institute
1901 West Girard Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19130
Telephone: 763-4833
(Founded in 1899 by Matt Itew Anderson to provide educational
trainitig for Afro-Americans.)

Berean Savings and Loan, Association
5228 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19139
Telephone: 472-4545
(Oldest and largest Afro-American managed financial institution.)

Black Soldiers Monument
'Lansdowne Drive
West FairMount Park
P.hiladelphia, PA
(Erected in 1934 in memory of the Afrd-American soldiers who
fought in various wars.)

Civic Center Museum'
Civic Center Boulevard & 34th Street
Philadelphia PA. 19104
Telephone: 823-7350
(Offers an exhibit on African heritage.)

Ile Ife Black Humanitarian Center, Inc.
2544 Germantown Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19133 -
Telephone: 225-7565
(Culti,vral center sp'ecializing in African and modern dance. Arthur
Hall Afro-American Dance EnseMble rehearsals every Monday
and Thursday night.)

Ile Ife Museum of Afro-Amerisan Culture
2300 Germantown Avenue
Philadelphia, PA
Telephone: 765-2442
(Presents exhibits of Afro-American art and culture.)
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Mother Bethel African. Methodist Episcopal Church
419 South 6th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19147
Telephone: 025-0616 41

(The first Afro-American AME Church in the United States;
proVides religious history of Afro-Americans in Philadelphia.) ,

Philadelphia Tribune
522 South 16th Street'
Philadelphia, PA 19146 -
Telephone: 546-1005
(Editorial department and business office of this Afro-American
weekly newspaper.) .

Progress Arrow Enterprises
4- Roberts & Stokley Avenue

, Philadelphia, PA
..

Telepholie: 849-6400
(Afro-American industrial complex manufacturing electronic
materials.) .

South Philadelphia Branch of NAACP
1801 Christian Stree,t
Philadelphia; PA 19146
Telephone: 546-5523
(Civil rights organization, publishes a variety of pamphlets
concerning its current activities.)

St. Thomas Episcopal Church
52nd & Parrish Streets ,...

Philadelphia, PA 19123
Telephone: 473-3065
(Oldest Afro-American Episcopal Church in Philadelphia.)

Zoar united Methodist Church
120'4. Melon Street -Philadelphia, PA 19123
Telephone: 769-3899 . a ,
(Oldest established black Methodist Church in Philadelphia.)

Irish-American
Aer LingusZIrish Airlines

2000 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Telephone: 561-3650
(Exhibits colorful posters of Ireland.)

. 6
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St. Augustine's Rectory
243 North Lawrence Street
(Between 4th & Vine Streets)
Philadelphia, PA 19106
Telephone: 627-1838
(Catholic Church to which George Washington contribtned;
publishes a pamphlet on early_Irish history in Philadelphia.)

St. Mary's Church
252 South 4th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106
Telephone: 923-7930 '
(In the churchyard are buried a number of leading Philadelphia
Irish-Americans from the period of the American Revolution,
including John, Barry.)

Statue of John Barry
Located in front of Independence Hall
Between 5th & 6th Streets on Chestnut Street
Philadelphia,. PA 19146: : 41_

(Irish-born father of the American Navy.)
Statue of John B. Kelly, Sr.

Located on East River Drive near Columbia Avenue Bridge
East Fairmount Park
Philadelphia, PA
(One.of Philadelphia's leading Irish-Americans.)

Italian-American
Annunciation B.V.M. Parish

1511 South 10th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19147
Telephone: 334 -0159334-0159 fRectory)
(One of the oldest Catholic churches serving the Italian
community of South Philadelphia since 1865.)

II Opinione-Pro
814 South 8th Str
Philadelphia, PA 19147
Telephone: 922-1491
(Business office of this italian newspaper.)

Italian Market
Located between South 8th and South 10th Streets and
between Christian and Federal Streets.
Open Tuesdays through Sunday from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p,m.
(Open:air market with Italian 'Specialties and.restaurants.)

Italo-American Bocce Social Club of-Philadelphia
2001 Point Breeze Avenue
Philadelphia, PA, 19145
Telephone: 467-3229 '
(Cultural, reereatiapal. and social club.)
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, St. Mary Magdalen de Pazzi Roman Catholic Church
712 Montrose Street
Philadelphia, PA 19147
Telephone: WA 2-3695
(One of the first Italian nationality Catholic chtirches.)

Jewish;American
European Dairy Restaurant

20th & Sansom Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Telephone: 568-1298
(Restaurant serving strictly kosher foods.)

Federation of JeWish Agencies of Greater Philadelphia
1511 Walnut Street
Philadelphia; PA 19102
Telephone: 893-5600
(Plans and coordinates programs of social service, education, and
philanthropic activities.)

'fleisher Art Memorial ,
719 Catherine Street
,PItiladelphia, PA 19147

,relephone: 922-3456
(Art school offering classes to adults and children, named after
famous Jewish-American family.)

Jewish Archives of Philadelphia
625 Walriut.Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106
Telephone: 923-2729
(Proyides research on the history of Philadelphia's Jewish-
Americans.)

Jewish Exponent
'226 South 16th Streit
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Telephone: 891:5700
(Editorial departmenLand business office of this Jewish weekly.
newspaper.)

Jewish History Museum of America
5th & Arch Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19106,,
Telephote: 923-3811
(Museunl presents exhibits and materials on the history of"
Jewish-Americans.)
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Jewish Publication Soc of America
117 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Telephone: 564-5925
(Provides publication resources on Jewish-Americans.)

Jewish Ys and Centers of Greater Philadelphia
404 Sbuth Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA 19147
Telephone: 545-4400 - .

(Provides social, recreational, cultukal, and informal educational
activities for' Philadelphia's Jttish community.)

Society Hill Synagogue
'-.418 Spruce Street I /--

Philadelphia, PA 19106
Telephone: 922-6590 . .

'
A (One of Philadelphia's earliest Jewish synagogues.) .

Polish-American , .,

...

Kosciuszko Residence
3rd & Pine Streets
Philadelphia, PA -
Telephone: (U.S. Park Service Information) 597-7018

(Home of famous Polish-born American patriot.).

Polish'Eyerybody's Daily .

1015 Chestnut Strett
Philadelphia, PA 19106
Telephone: 739-7571
(Offices of Polish-American newspaperd

Polish Heritage Society of Philadelphia
c/o Frances C.Ganisiewski
2719 Orthodox Street . 2'
Philadelphia, PA 19137 ,

.Telephone; 289-8921 .

- (Provides' information and research on Polish.American histiny.)

1

Polish Star-O.wiazda
.
r.

022. Richmond Street
Philadelphia, PA 19134
Telephone: 739-7571

...

(Business office of this Polish-American weekly newspaper.)

St. Adalbert's Church
2645 East Allegheny Avenue
Philadelphid, PA 19134 ' .

'Telephone: 739-3500 (Rectory)
(Polish nationality Catholic chtircli Where Masses are conducted
in Polish and artwork by Polish immigrants can be seen.),
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St. Stanislaus Church
242 Fitzwater Street
Philadelphia, PA
Telephone:VA-5-263l
(Polish nationality Catholic church where Masses are still said in
Polish.) '

Walking Tour of Polish-American Neighborhood
240,0-2700 Blocks of East Allegheny Avenue
Also Richmond Street off a Allegheny Avenue ..

I Philadelphia, PA'19134
(Polish shopping area with bakeries and other. ethnic, ihOps.)
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Bibliography of Selected Readings in
Ethnic Heritage Studies .

This bibliography of selected readings in ethnic heritage
studies is provided for those adults who are interested in
learning more about ethnic studies and/or who wsouldlike to
develop their own community ethnic heritage studies
program. The bibliography is divided into six section'
Section one provides selected readings in ethnic studies and
multicultural education. Sections two through six provide
selected readings on each of the five ethnic groups studied in
History, iferita e, and Hearsay. In each section, the suggested
reading level ult or youngster) of the material is identified
and those publications which are especially useful are starred.

All of these publications can be found either at the public
library, at a local university or college library, or purchased ,
from the publishers.

Section I: Selected Readings in Ethnic Studies.
and - Multicultural Education

* For Adults
Banks, J. A. Ethnicity: Implications for curriculum 'reform. The

Social Studies, 1979. 70, 3-10.
* Teaching strategies for ethnic studies (2nd ed.).

Boston: Allyn & Bacoh, Inc., 1979.
Blicksilver, E. The thnic American woman: Problems, protests,

lifestyle. Dubuqu Iowa: Kendall/Hunt Publishing Co., 8.

*Bodnar, J. E. (Ed.). e ethnic experience in Pennsylvan a.
Lewisburg, Pa.: Bucknell University Press, 1973.

4 Cortds, C. E. Mtilkicultural education: A glgbal perspective. Los
Z.

Angeles: 'UCLA Curriculum Inquiry Center Publications, 1977.
Davis, A. F., &, Haller. M. H. The peoples of Philadelphia: A

history' of ethnic groups and lower class life. Philadelphia:.Temple
University Press, 1973.

*Gold, M. J., Grant, C A.. & Rivlin, N. H. (E06.). In praise of
diversity: A resource book for multicultural education.
Washington, D.C.: Association of Teacher Education, 1977.

Grant, C. A. (Ed.). Multicultural education: Commitments, issues
and applications. Washington, D.C.: Association for Superviskon.
and Curriculum Development. 1977.,
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Haley, F,, Hustfeby, S., & McCormick, R. Ethnic studies handbook
for 'school librarians. Boulder, cold,: Social Scidnce Education
Consortipm, Inc., 1.978. .

Inglehart, 4. F., & MangioneA. R. The image orpluralism in
American literature: An annotated bibliography.. New York:
Institute on Pluralism and Group Identity of the-American
Jewish Committee, 1974.

Jaipaul. Directory of ethnic resources of Philadelphia iind
Dtlawarei Valley. Philadelphia: Ethnic Heritage Affairs Institute,
Inc , 1976, (Available at the Balch Institute for Ethnic Studies.
,See Resources Guide for address.)

Katz, Judy 'H. White awareness: Handbook for anti- racism training.
Norman, Okla.:' University of Oklahoma Press, 1950.

.*Leon, W. Preparing a primary solirce e pack.age on your
cammunity's history. Social Education, 1980, 44(7), 612-618.

Lord, C..1. Teaching history with commtazio resources (2nd ed.).
New York: Teachers College Press, 1967.

*Mindel, C. H..,.& iiaberstein; R. W. (Eds.). Ethnic families in
America: New York: Elsevier Scientific Publishing Co., Inc.,
1976.

Office of Currictilum and Instruction: Dithic studies: Lessons and
activities Philadelphia: The School' District'of Philadelphia, 19/4.

Pate,'G.,S. Research on prejudice reduction, Educational
Leadership, 1981, 38(4), 288-291.

cation. Equal rights: An
"intergroup education curric um. Harrisburg, Pa:: Author, 1976.

New perspectiv s:711 bibliography ofracial, ethnic
and feminist resources. Harrisburg, Authorr1977,

Guidelines for oral hi.7orv. What? Whv? How?
Harrisburg. Pa.: Author, 1978.

rennsylvania Department of E

41/14The Philadelphia Bulletin! The neig hborhoods of Philadelphia.
- Philadelphia, Pa.: Bulletin Company, 1969.
*Rosen, P. The neglected dimension: Ethnicity in American life.

Notre Dame-London: University of NotrelDame Press, 1980.
. Thernstrom, S., Orlov, A., & 'Handlin, 0. (Eds.). Harvard

encyclopedia of America? ethnic groups. Boston: Harvard
University Presg, 1980. ,
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Wa'shburn, D. E. (Ed.). The peoples of Pennsylvania An annotated
bibliography of resource materials. Pittsburgh: University of
Pittsburgh, 1981. . '

0 .,
Watts, J., & Davis, A. F. Generations: Your family in modem -

American history (2nd ed.). New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1978..

For Youngsters
Manning, C,,The km:grant woman and her job (2nd -ed.). ,New

York: ArnoTreis and The NeVi York Times, 1970.
*Terkel, S. Hard limes. New York: KvonPooks, 1971.

Walden, D_Pennsylvania: An,ethnic sampler. State College, 15a::
Pennsylvania State University; 1973.

Wigyhton, D. Foxfire books: Hog dressing, log cabin building,
mdintain crafts, foods. planting by the signs, snake lore, hunting
tales, faith healing, moonshining and other affairs of plain living.
Garden City, N.Y.: poubleday and Co., Inc., 1972..

. Section II: Selected Readings in Afro-Anierican History./ For Adults. .

`Bauman, J. T. Black slums/black projects: The new deal and
t Negro history in Philadelphia. Pennsylvania History, 1974, 41,

31.1388.
*Bennett, L. Before the Mayflower: A history of the Negro in

America, 1619-1-964.-Baltimote, Md. :_Penguin Books, 1970.

*Blockson,45. The underground railroad in Pennsylvania. .

'Jacksonville, N.C.: Flame International, 1981.
eox, H. E. Jim Crow in the city, of brotherly love: The segregation

of Philadelphia horse cars. Negro History Bulletin, 1962, 26, 119-

123.

DuBois, W. E. B. Th' Philadelphia Negro:A.social study. New
York: Schocken Books,-1967. a

Ebony Magazine. Chic;go, Ill.: Johnson Publishing Company.
Ershkowitz, M., & Zikmuhd, J. Black politics in Philadelphia. New

York: Baiic Books,'Inc., 1973.
Franklin, J. H. From slavery to freedom: A history of Negro

Americans. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1974.

Frazier, E. F., & Lincoln. E. C. The Negro church in America /the
6Mck church since Frazier. New York: Schockeh Books, 1974.

:I-Iersberg, T. Free blacks in ante-bekum Philadelph. A study of
ex-slaves, free-born and socio-economic decline. Jo al of Social
HistOly, 1971., fl
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Levine, L. Black culture and black consciousness. New York:
Oxford University Press, 1976.

For Youngsters
*Bennett, L. Before the Mayflower: A history of the Negro in

America, 1619-1964. Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1970.
Binder, F. M. Pennsylvania Negro regiments in the Civil War.

Journal of Negro History; 1952,,37; 383417.
*Blockson, Cl L. Pennsylvania Black history. Philadelphia:

Portfolio Associates, Inc., 1975.
"ba Silva, B. Finkelstein, M., & Loshin:A.. The Afro-American in

United States history. New York: Globe Bqok Co., 1972.
*DeAngeli, M. Bright April. New York, Doubleday and Company,

Inc., 1946.
Emlen, J. T. The movement for the betterment of the NegrQ in

Philadelphia. American ricadeinY of Political and Social Science
, Annals, 1913,41,81-92.
*Hughes, L. Not'ahout laughter. New York: MacMillan Co.,

1969.
Patrick; J. J. The progress of the Afro-American. 'West Chester,

.Ill.:,Benefic Press, ,199.

Section III.'Selected Readings in Irish-American HiStory
,For Adults
*Barrett, J. P. The life and death of an Irish neighborhood.

'Philadelphia Magazine, 1970, 41, 85-87; 128; 130; 134; 136 -137.
Campbell, J. H. History of the Friendly Sons of St. Patrick and of

the Hibernian Society for the Relief of Emigrants from Ireland.
Philadelphia: Hibernian Society, 1892.

*Clark, D. The adjustment of Irish immigrants to urban life: The
Philadelphia experience, 1840-1887. Unpublished doctoral

e dissertation, Temple,, University, 1970.

Militants of the 1860s: The Philadelphia Feniant.
Pennsylvania Magazine of Hisidry and Biography, 1971, 95, 98-
108.

The Irish in Philadelphia: Ten generations of urban
experience. Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1974.

*McCormick, B.,,The imPartarice of being Irish. Philadelphia
Magazine, 1970, 61,49-81. i
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. For Youngsters .

Beckley, Z. A chance to live. New York: MacMillan Co., 1918.
Farrell, J. T. Danny O'Neill. New York: Vanguard Press, 1936.
McDonnell, V. R. The Irish helped build America..NeW York:

Messner, 1969. vcs
Reilly, R. T. Rebels in the shadows. Milwaukee, Wis.: The Bruce

Publishing Co., 1962.
Shannon, W. V. The American-jrish. New York: MacMillan

Co., 1963. _

Smith, B. Maggie-now. New York: Harper kRow9,1971.

Section IV. Selected Readings in Italign- American History

For A dults
Biagi, E. L. The halidns of Philadelphia.'New York: Carleton,

Press, 1969. .

I-Am. New York Am Publishing Company..
lorizzo, L. J., & Monde llo, S. The Itglian-Americans. 14ew York:

iTwayne Publishers, Inc., 1971.
*Juliani, R. N. The origin and the development of the Italian

community in Philadelphia. The Ethnic Experience in
Pennsylvania. Lewisburg, 'Pa.: Bucknell University Press.

The social organization of immigration: The Italians in
Philadelphia. Unpublished doctoral dissertation,.University of
Pennsylvania, 1971.

For Youngsters -
' Angelo, V. Golden gate. New York: Viking Press, 1939.

. *Bennesutti, M. No steady job for papa. New York: Vanguard
Press, 1966. . ,

*Grossman, R. P. The-Italians in America. Minneapolis, Minn.:
Lerner Publications, 1971.

LaGumini, S. An album of the Italian-Americans, New YOrk: ,'

Franklin Watts, Inc., 1972. -

Marraro, H. R. Italo-Americans in Pennsylvania in toe eighteenth
. century. Pennsylvania kistpry, 1940, 7, 159-166. *. ,

gm, ...1_____
- .
Section V: Selected Readings in Jewish-American History

For Adults ry 'N

..,&"1Jast row, M. Notes,o-n Jelks of Ilhiladelphia'from published annals.
. --Publications of the America?! Jewish Historical Socieiy, 1905, Li,

. , m: , -",
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*Klein, E. M. Guidebook toJewish Philadephia: History,
landmarks, donors of the Jewish community to tile life of

. Philadqiphia, 1703-1965. Philadelphia: Jewish Tims Institute,
1965. .. .

Morals, R. S..The Jews of Philadelphia: Their history from the
earliest settlements to the present time. Philadelphia: The .

Levytype Co., 1894.
:Sulzberger, D. The beginnings of Russo-Jewish irpmigration to

Philadelphia. American - Jewish Historical Society Publication,
1910, 19, 125-150. , .

AK,

Whiteman, M. Mankind and medicine: A history of Philaatlphia's
Albert Einstein Medical Center, Philadelphia: 41bert Einstein

.--.., ..,
. . , .

Medical Center, 1966.

The'East European Jew comes tx\Philadelphia. The'
Ethnic Experience in Pertrzsylvania. Lewipurg) PA.: Buckneli
University Press, 1973, ."- - ..

4For Youngsters I .

Ausubel, 'N. (Ed.). A treasury of:Jewish folklore. New York:
4 .Crown Publishing CO., 1948. . ' -Butwin, F. ThefrIews in America. Minneapoles, inn.: Lerner 1.

Publications, 1969. ' . .
4 .

'David, J. Growing up Jewish. New York: William Morrow Sand
Co., Inc., 1969.

<.. . 1 . . ... :,
Epstein, M. My holiday, story book. -New York: TAB Publishing -'

Mouse, 1958. . 1

, - g
. .

Leonar9 d, 0. Americani all, Wew York: Behrma Hose, 1963.' to
c

; Lewit rr, M. Rachel and Heiman. New.YOrk: anlin,Watts,

67/'

4

'4

Inc., 1966. .. . , , -,,,. .
*Roth, . Calbit sleep. New York: Avon Books, 1964.

. . . - ) , i ..j. a.,Sectio I. Selected Readings in Polistr-American Hislory,
. .

. * ..,

Fcir Aduli - ye ... , tt ; *-
.

*Galush, VJ Tlie Polish Ngtional Catholic Church: 4 survey of its- .. :'
- origins,development.and missions. Recd1-dfithe 4merican - . ,4'

' Cad:- Historical SoOlty,s/ Philadelphia, 1972, 131-0. 4 ..
4,, .,4 149. t . .

400 ab, . The Polish commtompeseof.ahiladelphi71, !870;1920: ,,
;...
4,4 *igrani.diktributioli and adaptatien4n,urlom America,.
*. Unpublished dcrctoN4issertatiop, gUniversety of Penntylvapia,

.*:71. 1 ' .ts ,
. ,e. r..., ,
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The Polish experience in Philadelphia: The migrant -
laborers who did not come. The Ethnic Experience in Pennsylvania.
Lewisburg, Pa.: Bucknell Uni%ersity Press, 1973.

"Lewandowska, Sister M. T. The Polish immigrants in
Philadelphia to 1914. Records of the American Catholic
Historical Society of Philadelphia, 1954, 45, 67-101; 131-141..

Lopata, H. Z. Polish Americans 'Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:. Prentice -
Hall, Inc., 1976.

Ochprowicz- Monatowa, M. Polish cookery. New York: Crown
Publishing Co., 1974.

t "Wythrwal, J. A. America's Polish heritage. Detroit, Mich.:
Endurance Press, 1961.

For (Youngsters .1

"DeAngeli, M. Up the hill. Garden City, N.Y.,: Doubleday and
Company, Inc., 1942.

Estes, F. The hundred dresses. New York: Harcourt Brace,
1944.

*Harman, M. Polish pioneers of Pennsylvania. Chicago:. Polish
Roman Catholic Union of America, 1941.

Lenski, L. We lke in the north. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott,

'1"
1966.

Other Materials in Ethnic Heritage Studies

A' model program in multi-ethnic heritage studies: Multi-ethnic
4.curricult4m units. primary, intermediate ,and secondary levels.
Mankato, Minn.:'Mankato $eate College Minority Group Study
-Center, 1974. ,

Cou'rlander, H. (Ed.). 1Yegro Folk 'music of Africa and America.
NeW'York: Folkways Recorcg and Service Corporation, Ethnic

. ,

Folkway Library, 1951. (Album No. FE 4500)
italifin folk songs in the United States of America. New York:

.-------- Folkways Records and Service Corporation. Ethnic Folkways
Library. (Album NoVE 4010) -0.-

taipaul. Directory of ethnic resources of Philadelphia and Delawaie
Walley. Philadslphita: Ethnic°Heritage Affairs Institute, Inc., 1976.

Materials and human resources for teaching ethnic studies: An
fe annotatectbiblioiraphy . Boulder, Colo.: Social Science Education

Consortium, 1975. ' .
Rubin, R. ,Ifewish'childrois' songs and games. Folkways Records

'and Service Corpoiatcon, 195: (Album No. FC 7224)

. .-
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C.J

Routes Family Travels Questionnaire

)
1 What year were you born9

*v.

2. Where were yak born9 V
4*"

City State Hospital (or if in home give address)

3. How many times have.you moved in your life9

4: On thiechart, list all the places you have lived in your life. Sian with the place you were'born.
List the country, state,' city, and streetwhere you lived. List the;date you moved to each new
place. List the main reason you moved, too.

Place Moved Datd Moved Main Rea5on for Moping

I

4

10
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Management Schedule
(to use if allowing yoUngsterg choice of Leapt' Activities in History, Heritage, and Hearsay)

Dirictions: Write-the names. of the
youngsters, in your group in the space
provided below. Then check the
appropriate activities that youngster
plans to complete in the space
provided to the right. Also write the
date that each activity is begun and
completed qi the space provided.

4

coo cao

History; Heritage, and Hearsay Learning Activities

Youngsters' Names
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Management Schedule ,
(to use if overlapping the Learning 'Activities in Historiy; Heritage, and Hearsay)

Directions: Write the names of the
History, Heritage, and Hearsay
Activities in the order that yotiEtt,group
of youngsters has chosen to complete
them in tie space at right. Then Write
the names of the youRstersn your
group in the space provided below.
Also write the date that each
youngster begins and conplctes
the activity in the space
provided.,

History, Heritage, and Hearsay 'Learning Activities (In order chosen to complete by group)

Youngsters' Names
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